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Introduction
I joined Niagara College full-time in 2000 after a career in restaurant and hotel kitchens.
Over that time I had gained some experience as a communicator through public events,
television appearances, and writing for magazines and a cookbook for Niagara’s own Inn On
The Twenty. However, beginning my time with Niagara College signalled the start of taking
communications seriously, now my job was not simply to produce food but to share the
history, culture, regulations, skills, knowledge and business acumen surrounding it, and of
course encourage passion for it to my audience. Moving from industry to education is a
system shock to most, and my view was always stuck on how to keep fresh, motivated, and
somewhat current in the field. For the first ten years I kept busy on free time and summer
break working in kitchens and related businesses, I still felt very much a part of the chef
community. Knowing all the time that there was an opportunity within the role of faculty to
eventually apply for a professional leave, it just seemed like a far-off dream, a maybe
someday sort of thing. Frankly, the idea of taking time off work to pursue something out of
the confines of having to go into the office every day was a bizarre notion as far as I was
concerned - I had certainly never had a job like that before! I finally started taking it seriously
in 2012 and looked at my time left at Niagara College, in a scheduling fashion, looking at
what I wish to accomplish before reaching age 65. This is when I realized that I had to take
control of my own Professional Development - it is most important to take responsibility for
your own plan, not to wait for someone to suggest or gift you opportunities. At that point I
began taking steps to look at how to increase my effectiveness in teaching and to continue to
have value and usefulness to the organization. A very strong confidence issue was that I
knew I could count on sound advice and support from our division’s Dean and Chair as well
as the whole management team. I completed my In Service Teacher Training through St. Clair
college in 2014 then looked into a Sabbatical.
My wife Anna has an unusual job in food media that offers opportunities for travel. We
had been on a couple of trips thus far and knew that if I was to take on a full year of
professional leave, we could pursue a lot more. I saw this as a real bonus that might not
always be around so the time to act was right in front of me. The usual expenses of overseas
travel would be lightened as I would not have to pay for lodging if accompanying her on
business travel. We started saving a year out to cover flights and additional costs. This is
important for others to consider; even though your pay continues, the reduction is
considerable enough that you will be restricted without additional funds. At this time, Anna
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entered into a work contract with the Asian Food Channel to film a cooking series called
Inspired, where she would cook with chefs throughout South East Asia then use those
influence to cook Western food the the Asian audience. This would entail 8 weeks split over
two trips, the first to film the segment and the second to promote the show once it was ready
to air. At the same time she had a cookbook called Bake on the market and it had been
translated into Spanish to satisfy the demand in Central and South America. We knew there
would be other travel opportunities that we could now say yes to throughout the year.
In applying for Professional Leave, I carefully constructed a plan that would work with
the opportunities that lay ahead in developing those things that I wished to either pursue or
review. I looked at the outcomes of a Sabbatical exposing me to the following:
1. Communication Technology - how could I update my use of tech to develop
materials for use online, for social media, and in class presentations
2. Humility - did I need to put myself in uncomfortable settings to increase my
empathy for students with learning challenges or for international students not used to
our language or customs?
3. Bank - I wanted to boost my first hand experiences for reference as well as build on
images and videos for use in material
4. Sweat Equity - immersion back into the field, especially at skill areas which are not
my strengths would expand my abilities as a teacher
Let’s Make This Happen
Once the application for Professional Leave was approved, I planned as much as the
year as possible. We could lock in to travel as far as contacts were there, had resources to
supplement that travel, and I could find work placements for the times where we were going
to be at home. Something that I took to heart from the presentation to the committee for my
leave was an aside comment from Dave Veres, who suggested that it was not entirely
necessary to work the whole time, that there was great value in reflecting and absorbing the
experiences. This helped me be more realistic in planning the agenda and helped me get as
much out of the year as I fell I accomplished. I’d like to review the adventures and highly
encourage everyone at the college to look at a personalized plan for PD, whether it is simply
an upgrade course or a long term strategy.
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Agenda
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Agenda (continued)
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Welland, Niagara Sausage
My first official work placement was at a small, independent butcher in Welland called
Niagara Sausage. It is owned and operated by the Sorrenti family, who moved to Canada
from Italy in the 1960s. I have looked up to them as experts for years and also on board is a
local legend in the meat industry, Homer Van Der Meer. Homer can trace his family
connections to meat cutting back to the 1600s in Holland. This is a small business with a very
high degree of professional intelligence, skill and culture. It was once an abattoir but now
does not engage in slaughter but rather fabrication of cuts, sausage making, smoking and
curing of meats. I wanted to go in for a full work week to see the pace and understand how
cutting meat for a retail counter differs from the restaurant processing that I am accustomed

to after many years of experience in small kitchens. I also thought that I might be able to offer
them some different skills in presenting the retail cuts. I worked as a saucier for many years,
and have cut and cooked hundreds of thousands of portions of meat so I had a reasonable
degree of confidence. What I am delighted to report is that I felt like a new kid, first day on
the job, and knew nothing! The speed and skill of these men, many years my senior left me
with the description of saying that they had “mopped up the floor with me”. We would start
the work day at 5 a.m. and I would be napping at home by 4 p.m., absolutely exhausted.
Needless to say I was impressed and learned a lot about meat but this was also pivotal in all
of my work placements, in that the outcome was to pay more attention to the initial
orientation to a new workplace, and explain tasks and duties in very clear, measurable
language. As much as I had a friendly relationship with the owners, it is now a deeper one
because of my time spent in the shop with them. We are often fooled by fancy surroundings
but this was a reminder that mastery of a skill needs no flash, simply dedication, passion and
patience.
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Inspired with Anna Olson, Production
The first adventure abroad for 2016 was to accompany my wife Anna on her television
production “Inspired” which had been commissioned by Scripps International’s Asian Food
Channel (AFC) based in Singapore. The series is a co-production between AFC, Food
Network UK, and Food Network Canada. It is interesting to note that the Director of
Photography on the production team, Ryan xxxx, is a graduate of Niagara College’s
Broadcasting Program. The crew is Toronto based and the show involves travel over South
East Asian culinary hotspots. The description from the AFC website reads:
“A chef’s training never ends, so while Chef Anna Olson is a master of the pastry world and a
distinguished chef, she’s constantly exploring the world for new culinary knowledge. Anna travels
throughout Southeast Asia on an unforgettable culinary journey that will take her from street food
stalls to high-end restaurants. As she tastes local signature dishes, and understands the techniques,
ingredients and flavours that each dish has to offer, Anna returns home and recreates the dishes with
her own signature twist. Whether it’s salty, sweet, bitter or sour, Anna’s emphasis is always on
respecting the techniques, the ingredients and the people she’s learnt from while finding new ways to
use them. Be Inspired with Anna Olson.”

This was not our first trip to the region so I have contacts in the chef community that I
could visit when not observing the production team. There would be opportunity to get
inside hotel and restaurant kitchens as well as markets and production facilities. In order to
record the events I purchased a Canon G16 camera, a GoPro Hero 4 video camera, and
bought bandwidth on Wordpress in order to start a blog to handle stories, pictures and
slideshows. At this time I communicated to my colleagues at Niagara so they could access the
information and pass along to students. The opportunity for learning is vast as the food
culture represents thousands of years of history and development. Many cultural practices
that thrive in these countries never transplanted to North America with immigration waves
so there are experiences that are unique to each of the destinations. The inside track available
to me was that having professional contacts in some locations plus television “fixers” on the
ground opened up potential visits that would otherwise be impossible for a casual traveler.
I’m not shy about visiting busy public spaces and generally walk around with a big smile so
do not attract trouble. Nonetheless, it is a lot easier to get into nontraditional destinations
when you have a local person guiding your path - I would not likely have heard of many of
the places I visited without the guidance of my colleagues.
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Singapore
The architecture of the city makes it rise out of the bay of the South China Sea like a
futuristic vision, a playground for engineers. There are plenty of signs of deep money from
the banking and insurance world everywhere, and tourism venues fill the spaces of free time
with excess and grandeur. The basic values of the city island are still evident – prudence,
organization and conservatism, don’t break the rules and you will do just fine. Eat fruit on
the subway? Don’t you dare.
Food is all consuming, shown by the daily greeting of “have you eaten” in one of a
handful of languages. Of course Canadians love to spend time talking about the weather but
here, those efforts are spent discussing noodles, soups, chill crabs, cereal prawns and where
to find the best hawker stalls. Clearly, cooking at home seems to be fading as there are
endless choices for quick dining everywhere, from office building kiosks to hawker centres to
fine dining venues.
Singapore was a quick blast of a visit; seeing old friends, tasting familiar dishes from
previous trips and of course exploring new markets, sights and sounds. Anna was on two
days of shooting so I spent time working with a former student and good friend Aaron
Foster, Executive Chef of the Westin Singapore. I worked with him and his team through
service and spent time on the line coaching some of the junior cooks. The Chinese Banquet
Chef spent a couple of hours demonstrating three dishes ubiquitous with Singapore cuisine
for me and shared the recipes. I was very interested to do a sanitation audit with Chef Aaron
and his assistant Lily, a 75 minute walk-through of all food and beverage outlets on property
for a thorough check of surfaces, temperatures and state of food safety way beyond any
inspection I’ve ever seen. Westin is under the Starwood umbrella of companies and they take
food safety very seriously. Under Aaron’s watch, the hotel has gone to a leading status of
cleanliness and systems within the group and he has grown to be an area auditor. One thing
that Singapore promotes is to be the cleanest place in Asia. Aaron also shared a review of his
management style, where he has grown the trust and respect of his staff, devoid of any type
of aggression or belittling, as is portrayed on reality television. He explained that in SE Asia,
losing face in front of work colleagues is looked upon poorly so being seen as strict is okay
but no one can tolerate brutish behaviour. I was surprised to find quotes on Aaron’s office
wall of things I had said to him fifteen years ago - Aaron was a student during my first year
of teaching (careful what you say, someone is listening).
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Singapore (continued)
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Singapore (continued)
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Singapore (continued)
One of the first places that you must eat at in Singapore is a “Hawker Centre” market,
a public square serving prepared meals, like a food court in a mall, but with a much higher
expectation of food - this is seen as a destination, not a convenience. There are some that are
housed in permanent buildings but most spill out into the street, a wonderful blend of what
appears to be old fashioned yet in an ultra modern urban setting, among sky scraping palaces
housing the world’s leading financial institutions. You will find a
blend of Malay, Indian and Chinese dishes, all prepared to order
in front of you, some but not all delivered to your table. Some of
the highlights are satays, noodles, fried prawns, chilli crabs,
Murtabak (an Indian flatbread), rice dishes, curries, sweet tea,
beer,BBQ stingray, tofu, sweets, and many others. I had to
wonder why other places have “food festivals” once a year
when they seem to have one here every day.
I also had the opportunity to meet Chef Christopher Christie (a
Canadian) and tour the Marina Bay Sands; a hotel, casino,
convention centre shopping mall, and tourist resort. Certainly
one of the biggest food service operations I’ve ever seen, it was
something to hold and hear stories of - some of the restaurants are from well known
international celebrity chefs, including Mario Batali, Daniel Boulud, and Wolfgang Puck. And
now for the sticker shock. Aaron and I went to the rooftop bar of Puck to get a look at the
view and have a beer. I insisted on paying for two small beers and was presented with a bill
the equivalent of $55 Cdn. Ouch.Welcome to Singapore.
While in town, we toured other Hawker Centres and Wet Markets,
where locals buy fresh produce and seafood. In order to get around
without having to rely solely on taxis, we figured out the impressive
subway system; super clean, affordable, and efficient. We were in
town for the start of the holiday season for Chinese New Year, a
phenomenon that shuts the majority of the country down for 2 days,
except for the hospitality business of course so we heard about all the
challenges associated with that occasion.
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Singapore (continued)
Yusheng - Prosperity Salad
Chinese New Year Celebrations fill the streets of Singapore, bright red lanterns, paper
statuettes of this years’ model – The Monkey, towering topiaries of decorated orange trees,
ribbons, bunting and loud music. The ubiquitous food, that one dish which everyone must
partake a number of times however, is Yusheng. Every banquet for the holiday season,
whether family or work related (celebrations last 10+ days) starts with this interactive course
to signify good wishes for a successful and prosperous new year.
I first ate this dish at Toronto chef Susur Lee’s kitchen, a dish he has made signature
under the name Singapore Slaw. I simply thought it was a concoction he developed in respect
to his time cooking in Singapore, reminiscent of the colours, flavours and textures of the
island nation. Of course, it is now clear that it is his take on a culturally important part of the
Chinese cooking heritage, all about sharing the table and friendship. While his is planned for
two or four diners, and delicately mixed by the waiter, the banquet style is typically set for
tables of 10 and tossed with the dressing so exuberantly that it can easily get out of control by
overzealous participants. The platter arrives with a palette of ingredients, mostly but not only
vegetables, all cut into fine strips, plus a dressing, raw fish (to signify gold coins), pepper and
five spice powder. Old meets new as one of the diners reads from a smartphone, proclaiming
each step of seasoning and dressing, then with long chopsticks and the fury of a windstorm,
the diners all reach in to mix and toss the salad into the air. Everyone shouts and mixes, and
you might expect that it is all for show, just a nice little participation exercise but surprisingly,
the version I ate with the Westin banquet staff was beautifully balanced, a delightful
cacophony of texture and flavour. And once the dust settle, you settle in for a multi-course
feast … ah. Oh, Happy New Year!
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur is much larger than Singapore and much wilder in many ways. Most of
the fresh produce and chicken eaten in Singapore is produced in Malaysia and there are
many workers who travel or move to the island city. My first experience in Kuala Lumpur
(KL) was in 1983 when, while living in Japan, I visited my sister and her husband who lived
there for a total of 11 years. My brother-in-law was an offshore drilling manager for Imperial
Oil (Esso) and I had a month off work so decided to go visit them and the surrounding area.
At that time, Malaysia was more of a third world country, resource rich but quite primitive in
many ways. I recall very few tall buildings, more bicycles and scooters than cars, and many
of the homes were spartan to say the least. Into the 90s, Malaysia became wealthy from its oil
reserves and now KL is a gleaming jewel of a modern city, resplendent with high tech, high
rises and more German cars than scooters on the roads. You can get anything you wish but
the food on the local level has remained true to its roots.
Malaysia is predominantly a Muslim country so people are quite conservative with
attitudes towards alcohol and pork is basically off limits outside of Chinese restaurants.
There is a clear blended society of Malay, Indians, Chinese and a smattering of others.
Restaurants offer foods from the three dominant cultural groups while hotel kitchen offer all
three plus extensive Western foods. As a result, the hotel kitchens are stacked with expert
Chines, Malay, and Indian cooks, with the executive usually being a Westerner, likely from
Europe. A variety of city neighbourhoods differ in the restaurant and street food offerings.
There are concentrations like Chinatown, Brickfields (Indian), and Petaling Jaya (street food)
that are dining destinations.
An interesting local food phenomenon is “Chilli Crabs” (a dish of crabs that have first
been steamed whole then cut into sections and finished with a spicy sweet & sour sauce)
rivalry between KL and Singapore. Locals are fiercely loyal to their version of Chilli Crabs
and would be utterly dismayed if you were to suggest that they taste better in Singapore. One
of our favourite places to eat in Kl is “Fatty Crab”, with plastic stools, no tablecloths, open air,
the most simple menu (memorized) but quite honestly, some of the most dynamic food
flavours that we had over the whole year.
Prosperity has delivered a middle class to Malaysia so food television is extremely
popular and my wife’s shows are a favourite to her many fans there. Despite a different
sweets heritage, Western baking is everywhere and young people are motivated to either
bake at home or seek post secondary education for professional training.
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (continued)
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (continued)

Le Meridien Hotel is a place where we’ve stayed before and become friends with the Executive Chef
Antoine Rodriguez and his staff. Originally from France, he has worked in Africa, India, Thailand
and Malaysia for over 25 years. This man has the amazing ability to be in many places at one time,
always smiling with a positive message for his staff, leading with innovative
ideas but listening to his cooks and looking to them for showing strength. He
was a real inspiration for me in terms of what a great leader can be to an
organization - someone like this is the glue that holds together the, as
Aristotle said, “Whole greater than the sum of its parts”.
Antoine invited me into the kitchen for a couple of days to observe and
participate. In an operation where they regularly feed thousands of people
daily, it is easy to find a lot of interesting things going on. I spent time in the
main kitchen, paying attention to the structure of the physical plant and the
stations assigned to specific duties like pastry, receiving, room service,
banqueting, hot production, pantry, and amenities. I also visited each of the
outlets; all-day dining, buffet, Italian, poolside, steakhouse, sushi, Chinese
banquets, Western banquets.
The hotel’s Prime Steak House is a high end, a la carte restaurant with expensive wines, outrageous
steaks from US Prime and Australian Wagyu cuts and formal service. The glassed-in kitchen is a jewel
box with a custom made grill, copper service pots, and all the
glitter and dark wood that you might expect from an American
steak experience like Morton’s or Smith & Wollensky in New York.
What is quickly evident is the remarkable trade between Australia
and SE Asia. As I go in deeper to the fridges and storage rooms of
the hotel, I see expensive produce, especially beef from Australia.
For a country with a population smaller than Canada, they have a
very willing and hungry marketplace of hundreds of millions of
people living in smallish countries.
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (continued)
The beef is from the Japanese Wagyu line, prized for its internal
marbling and listed in term of “A1 through A9” with 9 being the highest degree of marbling, and thus
most expensive. The fridges in Prime were filled with individually vac packed A5-A8 steaks, the most
expensive into several hundred dollars per portion, wild. What became more and more apparent was
the fashion of showing extreme measures of wealth. This is a real contrast to the Malaysia that I first
saw in the 80s, a more conservative culture. This steakhouse might have been interpreted back then as
a den for foreign business meetings and the wealthy few but now is a magnet for those who wish to
see and be seen. This point is further illustrated in the shops surrounding the hotel; Prada, Gucci,
Rolex, Hermes, the list goes on. And don’t even get me started on watches and cars.
Indian Flatbreads (written observing the Indian chefs in the buffet area)
A hot meal from an expert Indian cook offers a potpourri of colour, texture, aroma and spikes of
sweet, sour and hot tastes. The perfect rounding effect comes from the trio of sides: pickle, chutney
and bread. Breads from the South Asian kitchen more often use direct heat, by way of griddle or
tandoor to present crispy brown texture, compared to the oven baked large format loaves of the
Western baker. And the variety! In the West, we often ignore the fact that the cultural diversity within
India are as far ranging as that of all of Europe. Just think of the light years of difference between a
French Croissant, a Russian Dark Rye and an Italian Focaccia – this same diversity is evident across
the geography of Indian breads.
The technique that produces the most complex texture is laminating, where dough is rolled or
stretched thin, layered with fat and rebuilt, so that layers of dough crisp up while cooking and burst
into crumb and crisp flake as they are torn and eaten. In the Western kitchen, this would include the
items made with puff pastry, Croissant or Danish Dough. Puff pastry has butter or margarine rolled
and folded within layers of dough and contains no yeast. Of course, butter and margarine contain
water so this turns to steam in the oven, thus raising and separating the layers of pastry. Croissant is
similar but with yeast as an added leaven, and
Danish has the bonus of sugar and water for its’
distinct texture.
Indian cooks pull and stretch dough similar to an
Austrian strudel then add a little vegetable oil,
fold it to build the layers and cook it immediately
on a hot griddle. Start to finish, it takes a matter of
minutes and the result is rich yet crispy, a light
warm blast of soft dough and shattering crumb,
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (continued)
made even lighter by the chef crushing the bread together to encourage the flakiness. Recently I spent
time with a young cook at one of the many
kitchens of Le Meridien Hotel in Kuala
Lumpur in order to observe the flatbread
production. At his work station, he had a
large granite-like counter to roll on, and both
tandoor oven and flat top griddle for heat
sources. Three batches of dough waited, in
tennis ball sized portions. The first two, the
naan and chapati, were simply rolled out
into thin disks with a rolling pin and flour.
The garlic naan was pressed against the side
of the blazing tandoor oven and came to a
blistering crisp in 5 minutes, expertly
removed from the inferno with long steel
rods as if handling radioactive fuel. It
smelled of delicious toast and begged for
butter. The chapatis, somewhat less
dramatic, are rolled thinly and cooked on a
dry griddle until golden brown mostly, with
a few scorched parts for a more interesting
flavour. The roti however, are made from
choreography, rhythm and skill, flung
around like a handkerchief and stretched to
the point of puncture. The chef covers the dough ball in vegetable oil and flattens it into a large circle.
The dough is gently picked up and swung up and around counter-clockwise then flung onto the table
over a series of 4 or 5 of these “pulls” until it is a see-through sheet as thin as a butterfly wing. It is
stretched and formed into a rectangle, splashed by drops of oil from finger tips, then folded unto
itself, by a third, then again, then half and so forth until it is a rectangle the size of a small tablet with
several layers. It is plonked directly onto the griddle and cooked 2 minutes per side until golden and
flakey. The chef plucks it off the heat and bashes the sides together for the super crumble effect, cuts it
into manageable portions and it is placed in front of the guest. Magic.
Plain, served with a lentil curry, the Malaysians call this Roti Canai or Rumali (handkerchief), while in
Singapore it is filled with chicken or lamb curry and named Mutarbak. Used as a scoop for sopping
up punchy curries or to wipe otherwise lost cooking juices from the plate like a sponge, it is the
wheelhouse of the Indian meal, around which all the other element circle. And the next one will be
ready in 5 minutes.
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Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (continued)
Continuing the celebration of Chinese New Year, our hotel hosted a
spectacle where the Lions Dancers paraded through every department,
“blessing” everyone with wishes for a prosperous new year and good
health. There were several dancers but the highlight was two acrobats
underneath a glittering costume that swirled around in a hypnotic weave
and pounced across a series of raised platforms 2-3 metres above the
ground, a misplaced foot guaranteeing a broken bone. The whole
procession finished off with a mind numbing explosion of fireworks and
firecrackers that left everyone covering their ears, wow. Local politicians
were on hand and the General Manager of the hotel gave a quick speech.
Of course this was followed by banquets and more eating, it just never
stops.
The Inspired crew finished their day and we wanted
to celebrate the wrap of a good session of work so
we all went to a local seafood restaurant called La La
Chong. This is typical of the chilli crab or seafood
houses, short on decor but long on food quality.
Most fish and shell fish are alive until ordered, the
pace is furious and the bill quite easy on the wallet.
The photo right shows us halfway through the meal
and there are several faces pleading, “I’m full, please
stop!” - I was not one of them.
My last excursion was to Brickfields, also known
as Little India to see the bright colours and hear
the noise. Named after the town’s brick factories,
it is a glimpse of what India might be like,
everything louder, brighter and busier than you
could imagine. The shops are crammed with
goods, the restaurants spill out into the street and
there are a thousand signs of a thousands stories
everywhere you look. I know we will be back
several months down the road so make a note to
get to know this neighbourhood better next time.
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Pampanga, Philippines
After a four hour flight into Manila, we were treated to a punishing five hour commute to
Pampanga (58 km away!) - the traffic around the sprawling monster known as Manila is as
bad as it gets. There really isn’t any train or formal public transit system so the roads are
choked with scooters, Jeepneys (private neighbourhood small buses) and way too many cars
and transport trucks. Poor road conditions and chaotic construction only adds to the misery.
We’d been to Pampanga on a previous trip so knew it was in “the provinces” north of Manila
and regarded as the culinary culture capital of the Philippines. The Philippines is a chain of
SE Asian islands, home to 100 million people who likely settled from China, Malaysia, and
Austro/Indonesia but have been influenced greatly by Spanish and more recently Japanese
and American conquerors. Most people speak English and there is a great disparity between
the wealthy few and mass poverty.
Pampanga’s capital is Angeles City - a place we had not visited before. It is home to the
Clarke, the former US Airforce base and centre of US power during their occupation. The
area is highly affected by American culture and sadly, one of the vestiges left after their
departure in 1992 is the sex trade. This was quite alarming to see in what we were expecting
to a bucolic country retreat, full of great food and solid hospitality. I have to admit that our
neon framed hotel reminded me of the movie Apocalypse Now - I naively thought we were
passing through a rough neighbourhood on the way to our hotel when the van stopped. The
lobby was filled with American and Korean men who had brought along golf clubs for their
“vacation with the boys” but I did not see anyone using said sports equipment. This is a
reality of being Canadian, somewhat shielded from the brutal parts of the world that a lot of
people see every day. Needless to say, we did not feel comfortable staying in that hotel.
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Pampanga, Philippines (continued)
Mary Anne Quioc & Claude Tayag
Pampanga is the region north of Manila, once its’ breadbasket and home to the “heart” of the
Pinoy kitchen. The principal city, Angeles, is home to Mary Ann Quioc and Claude Tayag,
bon vivants, authors and operators of a range of food service venues. Claude is part Julia
Child, James Beard and Michael Stattlander, devoted to maintaining the pilot light of
traditional Filipino cooking while exploring his own imagination through painting,
sculpture, furniture design and collecting old kitchen tools. He has a deep connection to
heritage and knows that the centre of family activities is always around the kitchen table.
Over lunch,
Claude was
reciting an old
folk song
message where
the voice says:
“I had a ring
that my family
gave me
I tucked it away
for safekeeping
and it got lost
I’d do anything
to get it back,
please help me
find it”
Of course the
“ring” is the Filipino culture, in a sense, “tucked away” while the influences of foreigners
take over, i.e. American food and lifestyle. He know that he must maintain the old tastes, the
techniques, the traditional farming methods or they will be gone in just a generation.
Angeles is home to the former Clark Air Base, operated by the US government until the 90s.
The occupation left a deep mark in the area in many ways.
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Pampanga, Philippines (continued)
Anna shot an Inspired episode with Claude, who showed off a delicious freshwater prawn
and sour fruit soup recipe and a dessert of shaved ice typical of the region. The home is a
hybrid art gallery-workshop-test kitchen filled with interesting antiques, traditional cooking
implements, paintings, sculpture and furniture. Claude also makes a series of traditional
vinegars, one of the hallmarks of the cooking of the region.
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Pampanga, Philippines (continued)
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Manila, Philippines
Chef Bruce Lim
When we first met Bruce, he was a busy chef with a
new restaurant in Manila and had a show on Asian
Food Channel, about to open another place and
definitely a mover and shaker in the Philippine food
scene. He had grown up in California and eventually
made his way to the homeland after studying in
England and working his way around the States. Now,
years later, after many chapters of life and work, he
has opened a bread production facility, a different
speed from the resto biz but certainly a wiser, more
grounded man, still with all the best intentions but on
a more steady path seeking success in the food biz. As
Anna and I know well, restaurants are the fast pace that many cooks choose but there is life
outside of that path, and we are both glad to see our friend at a different chapter in his life.
I spent the day with his product development staff, working on a butchery demonstration
and basis lesson on some dry formulations, rib cookery and a super crisp pork crackling roast
that I am trying to take over the world with, more on that later.
Towards the end of the day, Bruce and his side kick Monkey took me to the Marikina City
Market, a wet market mind you, meaning that this is food in all its’ raw, ugly glory. Not
everything is pretty but man, the hard work, skill and devotion that the vendors show in
getting their product to market just blew my mind.
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Manila, Philippines

When you visit a number of countries on a tour, it is hard not to compare aspects of
society like cuisine, economic status, population density, architecture, weather, culture and
traffic issues. Compared to Singapore, described by some as “Asia 101”, the Philippines are
basically the Wild West. Noisy, crowded (metro Manila has nearly 24 million residents
crowded into a small space), dirty and constantly teeming with life, the city presents itself
like a movie to first time visitors. Poverty is widespread and disconcerting in full view, it is
shocking for Canadians to see children living on the street, begging or vending along dirty
underpass junctions. Then the glamour; you see glaring examples of supreme wealth,
armoured vehicles with 2 car escorts, and palaces that must seem unbelievable to those who
have nothing. However there is a real friendliness everywhere we go. Families are tight knit
and there is always a close connection to the Catholic church.
Manila is a huge, sprawling city made up of many distinct neighbourhoods, each
known for a particular food or social distinction. For example, Makati is a rich area with
fancy hotels and shops clearly for the top 1% of the city population. Another is Quezon,
famous for its whole roast pigs, and everyone buys one for any special occasion. Shopping
is a national pastime as it affords air conditioned comfort so malls are a big deal and the
ones in Makati are especially posh. In fact, I can’t imagine that the goods inside are
affordable to many of those who stroll the lanes, with top designer brand names and high
end goods. Consumerism is strong and there is an need to always be out, walking around
visiting, shopping, going to public areas. Of course this is such a contrast to the North
American lifestyle which has so much to do with nesting at home in private. Something
unique to Manila is Jeepneys - small, decorated buses that run short routes through
neighbourhoods in a crazy, scurrying mess of traffic. It is the most common form or
transpiration within the city and ubiquitous with Philippine life.
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Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon), Vietnam
On a map, it is called Ho Chi Minh City but this clean, groovy, welcoming place is only called
Saigon by those who live here. Vietnamese food has become ubiquitous in North America for
quick, cheap eats but our menu base typically does not go beyond a few favourite dishes.
Driving in from the airport, the streets are filled with scooters, unlike
other parts of South East Asia where cars rule. The shops are inviting,
the produce is shouting at me “take my pic, buy me, eat me” and
everyone is moving smoothly, no panic, just doing their thing. I’m
here to explore the markets, meet the cooks and look beyond the
obvious, well, only after a couple of stabs at my go to dishes like Pho.
Anna and I tucked into our first sample late morning in a coffee shop
filled with office workers, the only thing making it even more special
tother than actually being in Saigon was the fact that in midFebruary, the music running over the
system was Kenny G playing Jingle
Bells, true story. And yes, it was
spectacular. These pics will give you an idea of what the first
couple of hours of walking looks like but look forward to
seeing dishes featuring stir fried Morning Glories, steamed
Jasmine Flowers with Garlic, and a range of Northern dishes
that I have never tasted. Am I a little excited? Yuh-huh.
Saigon is a wonderful walking town, a collection of
neighborhoods filled with shops, food carts, endless rows of
parked scooters and people milling about, doing their thing at
what seems to be a calm pace. And it’s hot, like 35C all day long, not a lot of breeze or cloud
cover, the sort of heat that must be punishing for so many of the jobs where
you work outside, man oh man. In our usual manner, we walk endlessly,
looking for those cool spots, that great place to get a coffee, or the market
that has the perfect produce lined up like it’s waiting for a picture to be
taken. Yes, we stand out because we are a minority and me, especially as I
am a giant here, yet I’ve found that if I smile at someone and continue to do
so, they eventually smile back, I get no trouble.
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Ho Chi Minh City (continued)
Little alleys yield tiny shops with small run ladies’ designer clothes,
handcrafts, the most beautiful things for the kitchen and dining table,
small cafes with the super local coffee laced with condensed milk and
snappy little bars with iced Bia Ha Noi. The city has a surprising
number of trees and potted plants so you are never far away from green
stuff.
Lunch today is a return to a place we enjoyed last night, a diversion
from our usual approach of not repeating restaurants while in town for a short stint. But the
food was simply so delicious that we can’t help ourselves. Quan Bui is a
short walk from our hotel, closer than you trust had it not be
recommended by three different people, it seemed too easy. This is the
one that sets the new standard, a type of cuisine that redefines what we
know, a series of tastes and textures that make eyes widen, that sort of
are-you-kidding-me food. We met Thibault, a guy from
Savoie, France who came here three years ago for a new
start. “Things were not good back home, no jobs, and there was not a positive
feeling socially” – he came and started a small business, part dinner theatre,
part cultural centre to reflect his admiration for Vietnamese arts. He has settled
in working with this restaurant, very comfortable and at ease with guests,
guiding them through the menu offerings. He sells us on a dish of Chicken
with Honey, a sauté of Jasmine Flowers with Garlic, Beef and White Eggplant
Salad with Sweet Potato Leaves, Tofu with Passion Fruit and more. Each dish is so
good that we spend as much time exclaiming to each other of the flavor as we do
chewing! The food truly has expanded our understanding of the Vietnamese kitchen.
This is as good a set of flavours as we have tried anywhere in the world in the last
several years.
While the many offers of a back massage are tempting, we spend the rest of the
afternoon walking through back streets enjoying temples, shops and sights, getting
better at each crosswalk at negotiating scooter traffic with more and more confidence.
The trick is to watch out but at the same time walk steadily at a constant pace and let them
move around you – if you flinch, you are in trouble. The surprise is the ability of people to a)
pile an incredible amount of stuff or bodies to carry on a scooter and b) the uncanny skill of
being able to nap on top of a parked bike, anywhere, anytime.
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Ho Chi Minh City (continued)

The kids are just
awesome, mind you, kids are great everywhere, they just want to play and do so in the
funniest place, this guy was imitating construction workers across a busy street, his hangout,
a bus shelter.
One of the highlights of the day was finding the Pasteur Street Brewing Company, a tiny tap
room serving craft beers brewed an hour outside of town by a collection of mostly American
expats devoted to making quality brews enhanced with local ingredients. We tried three
amazing brewskies; a Passion Fruit Wheat, a Saison with Lemongrass and Black Pepper, and
a killer Jasmine IPA. Really great stuff.
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Ho Chi Minh City (continued)
I met up for lunch with Linh Phan, a Vietnam repatriate whose family
left in ’72 and made a home in Toronto. He came back 20 years ago
after a Canadian upbringing and education, ready to seek his success
in the new Vietnam, a country that has since rebuilt and is thriving,
especially with the ambition of smart, hard working people like him.
The average age here is 25, the population has
tripled to 90 million since the early 70s and
although the red flag with Star and Hammer &
Sickle flies, there is clearly a movement towards
independent business. Everyone works; if not
employed, they start their own business, even as simple as selling fruit
or cold drinks on the side of the road. Everyone works. The cost of
living is low and there is high quality food everywhere – even if it seems
like it should be dodgy street food, it is so fresh and always moving that
it is much less likely to be “iffy” that one might expect. Simple cafes and
stands offer signature dishes and the flavours are explosive; always
balanced with a dipping sauce or a side
crunch. Wet blends with dry, sweet with hot
and salty with sour. Wonderful.
We start with a Northern style Chicken Pho
in a small stand on a busy street (that does
not narrow down the location). Instead of
the usual herb toppings for Beef Pho, this
has chilies, lime and a side dish of chicken
blood pudding and plucked eggs (those
before a shell forms). Delicious broth,
noodles with a bite, dense chicken, and fast,
it was a treat.We are a moving target, off to
the next location.
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Ho Chi Minh City (continued)
In a little Quan next to the river I experience Bahn Khot, a rice batter crust, like a Yorkshire
Pudding topped with fresh shrimp and peanuts. This is wrapped in mustard leaves with
grated green papaya and banana stem, plus leaves of shiso, mint, basil and some others I
could not identify, then dipped in watered-down fish sauce with fresh ground chilies. Good
grief, so complex, cooling and tasty that I was looking for ways to describe it. Nice, I
was describing it to a local expert, yeah.

We cruised around several neighbourhoods, including Linh’s house and a visit to our pal Jack
Lee’s cooking school, where my wife Anna was shooting an episode for a new tv series. We
snuck out for another in a long series of snacks, this one, Banh Cuon, a fresh soft sheet of
tapioca starch filled with pork, topped with sprouts, herbs,
crisp shallots and fish sauce. Like a see-through ravioli or
dumpling, this
was an incredible
savoury blast of
rich, gentle
flavour, fulfilling
yet low in fat.
Honest, a
remarkable taste
sensation.
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Ho Chi Minh City (continued)
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Bangkok, Thailand
Ho Chi Minh City was terrific so I had to wonder if a short trip to Bangkok would be similar,
maybe a little spicier, or would it be different in a way that we didn’t get? Our last time here
was just a couple of days so our view of the city was limited to one small neighbourhood.
Our friend Aaron Foster, Niagara College grad and Exec Chef at Westin
Singapore used to live here, working as restaurant chef in Centara
Hotel – he gracefully offered to fly up for a day to show us around his
Bangkok. Aaron’s wife Pai is from Thailand and he spent enough time
here to both speak Tinglish and a decent amount of Thai. He is very
much at home here, negotiating his way with ease through tiny
corridor back lanes, through the public transit and around markets –
and he can order from a menu like a champ.
We toured his old hotel restaurant, a place that I had heard
about for year and seen pictures of but had built an impression
that it was much smaller than the real thing. The Centara is a
1000 room hotel on top of an ultra modern mall packed with
every brand name store you could imagine and then some. Red
Sky is on the 55th Floor, open air with a high end menu and a
view that is honestly breath taking. And big. The place is huge
and I now know that this is where he cut his teeth in terms of
learning to manage. Doing 200+ covers nightly is tough enough
without the struggle of language and cultural barriers, I know
of the many challenges he had
in learning to deal with people
without the shouting that many
restaurant chefs seems to adhere to; he made mistakes, he
dealt with that, learned and moved ahead. It was so great to
see his old staff welcome him like a relative returning home
and I noticed that it is polite to ask after family and health
before any work talk.
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Bangkok, Thailand (continued)
Next stop was a local dive to meet up with Pop, a Thai
chef who is living in Singapore working as Aaron’s sous
chef at the Westin. I met Pop a few weeks back when we
were in Singapore and I spent a couple of days in the
kitchen with the whole team. We settled in to the open
air joint with plastic furniture and no frills. This was the
food, however, that chefs eat after work, snacking on
spicy crunchy and beer into the wee hours – yes it was early
evening but Anna and I knew right away that this was the right
place. A simple broth with pork bones did not look like much but
was so full flavoured from lemon grass, herbs and chilies that we
were all digging in, delicious.
What followed was a series of grilled pork with fiery hot
dipping sauces, fried catfish with sweet vinaigrette, crisp
duck heads, green papaya salads, ribs and frosty cold beer.
We talked about food mostly, asking Pop & Aaron questions
about ingredients and preparations, and compared
Vietnamese to Thai food. A wonderful evening – we said
goodnight to Pop and headed back to our neighbourhood, a wild corridor of flea market
vendors, sex trade workers, food stalls, bars and all sorts of
wildness. We went to bed early, no dirt, sorry.
Anna had a full day of work on a shoot with Ian Kittichai at
Issaya Siamese Club so Aaron wanted to show me “his”
Bangkok. Just to clarify that, he lived her for 3 years working as
restaurant chef at the Centara Hotel so know his way around
town. He has a working use of the language and of course knows
all the places to get the best raw food, snacks, drinks and restaurant food. I think that if you
came to Bangkok you might be tempted to stick to the neighbourhood that your hotel
occupies and not see much outside of the major tourist sites. Honestly, it is a little
intimidating but if you venture onto the sky train you will quickly figure out the system and
have the whole city at your beckon. The train only costs a buck or two to get to most
destinations; bear
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Bangkok, Thailand (continued)
in mind that if you only looked at the tourist areas of any given city you would not get a
realistic impression of local life.
Our first stop was Ari, a neighbourhood where Aaron and
his wife Pai lived, busy around the main road and train
stop but then trickles into a quiet block, likely not much
different from where any of us live. However, the
abundance of street food and produce in the busy area
will make your head spin. In addition to the shops, the
sidewalk is painted into yellow rectangles, each a leased
spot for vendors, mostly food but also a full range of things
like shoe repair, mending, tailoring and so on. It has ruined
us for “food festivals” as it appears that every day here is a
food fest. People have the knack of setting up quickly and
constantly offering fresh, clean stuff all day long, it never
ends. From something as simple as a tray of peeled segments
of pomelo to a complicated snack or dessert, it is all there, all
the time. He said hello to many of the vendors along the way, many recognizing him or
feigning interest with a big smile (hey, why not?). We approached a corner divey sort of place
and he announced “this is the best Thai restaurant in the world!” – I waited for the guffaw
but he was serious. They don’t open until 11 so we planned to come back. We headed over to
the “Ontagon Market beside JJ Market”, a fresh produce and wet
market with an astounding variety of prepared food, all
remarkably fresh and delicious
looking. Honestly, it looked like
what a super high-end yuppy
grocery store would aspire to
have in their case, just
wonderfully shiny and properly
prepared. We bought a few
things, tasted, strolled and asked
questions. BTW we were the only
foreigners in the place. I did
notice that those things that I
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Bangkok, Thailand (continued)
might have thought would be jarred/canned staples like
curry pastes, nam prik or dipping sauces were simply
prepared, ready to be packed into a bag. Everything goes
into a bag. Cold drinks, hot slices of sausage, fried
chicken, sauces and “kits” of fresh seafood with sauce or
marinade in order to make a soup or stir fry. There is also
a keen use of fermentation everywhere, a vestige of the
pre-refrigeration days, fresh pork sausage for example has a fermented rice “sour” added to
it for flavour also because it would prevent bacterial contamination. And by the way, the
place was spotless.
After a walk through a mostly closed (public holiday) open air market for furniture and such,
we headed back to Ari for
lunch. First, I must explain
the concept of “Lady Boys”;
there are a lot of transvestite
men and transexuals in
Thailand, many working in
bars or in the sex trade.
What became apparent right away was that most of
the staff were in this genre and if I may guess, maybe
just carrying on with a service career after leaving the
bar life. Who cares. What matters is that this little corner restaurant, unassuming and with
very good reason, had many excuses to be mediocre but rather, served us what I might
suggest was one of the best meals I have eaten in the last year. Food is ordered in small plates
and cooked to order, there is no formality in service or decor, the cutlery the cheapest possible
metal utensil made on the planet. Barely metal. The cooking style is known as Esam, from the
North of the country and unlike any Thai food I have tasted. The chefs work in front with a
good set of mise en place; garlic, onions, chilies, some sauce bases, tons of herbs, peanuts and
crisp shallots. The food that comes out is as tasty as it gets and they simply drop off the
dishes nonchalantly. I tell Aaron a story about being in a famous American restaurant where
the waiter would set down the plate, announce the dish and not leave until you gushed and
exclaimed “oh my god it is so wonderful, this is just the
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Bangkok, Thailand (continued)
best” Ugh. We eat fried chicken and grilled pork neck, full of citrus and chilli and the sauce
translates to “fire whore water”, nice, thanks Aaron. There is a mound of crisp fried Morning
Glory shoots with this freaky sauce of minced pork, onion,
lemongrass, galingal, coriander and basil, ridiculous. Sticky
rice. Papaya salad smashed in a mortar with fresh raw crab.
And more, just silly. I exclaim to the chef and waiters just how
wonderful and life changing the meal was and they were
basically, “yeah, whatever” ha ha I loved it. It made me pause
and hit the restart button. They were not doing this for money
or to get their picture on a magazine or social media shot, you know that stupid openmouthed expression with devil horns or thumbs
raised, they were simply doing a job, something
they are good at doing.
We rolled out of there and spent some time at a
major mall, wandering around in a full belly
stupor, looking at every possible form of electronic
gadget, real and knock off. A wonderful food
hangover. Aaron had to catch a flight back to
Singapore so we said goodbye unit the next visit,
he bounced off and I went back to the room to look
at the pics and think about food. What a day, really,
what a day.
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Hong Kong
After eating our way through a wide variety of South East
Asian countries, coming back to Hong Kong is a big step
toward heading home, with plenty of foreigners, a high
use of English language, and certainly more familiar
foods; not just from the use of Western ingredient but also
because the Cantonese cooking is that most common to
the Chinese cuisine that
we are used to in
Toronto. And while I feel as though I
have spent weeks ogling strange and
beautiful foods in fresh market
settings, this is a really big, busy
modern city. We are surrounded by
skyscrapers filled with tiny
apartments and offices, each window either littered with drying
laundry or the signs of computer work. If you lived here you would
have a high tolerance for people and “personal space” would not be on your radar. But it’s
cool, it is hip and stylish, plenty of signs of extreme wealth (whoops, another Tesla and two
more Rolls Royce, or is the plural Ryce?) and also
wonderful vestiges of clinging to the past kinda culture.
Wonderful paradoxes like looking down onto a park and
seeing ancient old men doing tai chi and reflecting quietly
on life while just metres away, a fence indicates the
beginning of a schoolyard filled with the noise of play by
a thousand little kids, a cacophony of laughter, shouts and
screams of joy.
We walk forever, tucking into alley ways and looking
at strange store signs, looking up always, things here
go up 5 or 10 or more stories. A single tower might
house 20 or more restaurants. I look at what appears
to be a menu board for a restaurant when in fact it is a
listing of the 18 restaurant located within.
Noodles, wonton and braised greens everywhere, yes.
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Hong Kong (continued)
A more formal lunch is a destination place where we
dined on the famous soup dumplings nearly 4 years
ago. The dumplings are made to order, with a filling
of meat and vegetables
with a cube of gelled meat
stock reduction, which
turns to liquid while the
noodle cooks. Eating requires training –
first place in spoon with chopsticks, bite
a small hole to suck out the juice then
add a few drops of a ginger spiked
vinegar sauce, woof – really spectacular
stuff. We also dine on a
mapo-dofu (tofu with
spicy sweet sour pork
ragu) and a chicken
dish with chilies and
peanuts, the chefs add a handful of Szechuan
pepper, or numbing pepper which, unlike the ones

back home truly leave your mouth with the
feeling that you have just touched your
tongue to a 9 volt battery. Zoinks.
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Hong Kong (continued)
Next, we figure out the underground train so that the rest of the week can be made easier
with public trans, we travel so far underground that I suggest to Anna that “ any deeper and
we’ll be home soon” har har.
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Hong Kong (continued)
An exchange of info through social media brought my attention to
Yardbird, part of a three outlet group run by expat Calgarians Matt
Abergel and his sister Tara Babins who opened 5 years ago. All I
know is that Matt has always worked in Japanese kitchens and came
here via Vancouver and New York. Then it turns out that Anna’s
producer had planned to go to Yardbird after meeting Matt at a
wedding last summer, fate in the form of
yakitori. We agree to meet around 8.
Earlier in the day, we had “mastered” the
subway system, a way to always get to know the
bitty better and take more control that only
relying on taxis. Feeling smug, we looked on
a map and charted our path and scoffed at
the notion of a short walk to the restaurant.
As it turns our, the last street before our
destination is “Ladder Street” thus named
after the fact that climbing the hundreds of
steep steps is kinda like climbing a ladder a
dozen or so floors. The best part is that
halfway up, when you realize just how far it
is to go, there is a funeral parlour in case you
cash in prior to filling up on drinks and
chicken parts. The benefit is that once you
climb the mighty stairs, you can eat and drink all you like without
guilt.
This is a modern, dialled in, chef driven
place that puts high priority on fresh
ingredients, skilled cooking and
attentive service. Homemade pickles, a
spin on a Caesar salad, corn tempura, a
tasty White Ale from Japan and a bottle
of white make for a solid welcome. For
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Hong Kong (continued)
charcoal grilled Yakitori skewers, we go to chicken oyster (the
nugget attaching thigh to backbone that chefs hoard for
themselves), thigh and leek, tail and chicken meatball that we
dip into an egg yolk enriched tare sauce (like teriyaki). We boost
these small plates with Korean Fried Chicken and Brussel
Sprouts with caramelized, black and dehydrated garlic. Matt
joins us to talk shop and we
have good laughs with Kenneth
Chan, a guy who has really
good English until I realize
that he moved here recently
from Chicago, heh heh, sorry.
Staff are really friendly and
every one on board is certainly
into their job, from keen servers who have the confident
swagger that assures you that they like the product to warrior
line cooks, hell bent on getting the yakitori just right despite the
surface-of-the-sun sort of heat beaming out of the binchotan
charcoal grill that forces them to wear napkins on their faces like
bank robbers. That takes dedication. Certainly a very impressive
operation, I marvel at the challenges that one would face
opening and running restaurants here, great stuff. Chatting with
Matt, he tells me of the mentorship he benefitted from working
for great Japanese chefs – he has taken the cooking skills from
his masters and blended it with an open, cooperative
management style, looking to others for their strengths and
trusting people to do their job. I taste his Apricot infused Shochi
from a massive glass jar, floral and just slightly sour, a nice end to
a lovely evening, then we take a cab home while I silently curse those stairs on Ladder Street.
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Hong Kong (continued)
Hong Kong is a beehive, a swirling, buzzing
swarm of activity, people rushing, working,
eating, buying, lifting, shouting, moving, on
and on. And look up. This is not a single
plane but rather everything- malls and
stores and restaurant building go ten stories
up, escalators and stairs and elevators
whisking shoppers up and down.
Apartment
buildings are
tall and tight,
like a table full of glasses crammed together so they are nearly
touching. We blast around in bus, ferry, train and super cool
Toyota taxi “limos” that feel like 80s Benz’, more leg room that
you should be allowed in
this town.
Kowloon, “the dark side”
is across the bay and is
the dirty cousin that
every city has, not as
many expensive cars or
handbags but more fun
and even noisier.
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Hong Kong (continued)

Neighbourhoods are lined with street food stands that range
from the familiar to the outrageous, food on
a stick rules here and portability + dynamic
taste makes for lineups. Curved bubble
waffles smelling of vanilla custard and
toast, barely cooked squid legs on a stick
with dark soy glaze, “tacoyaki” Tim Bits
with chunks of octopus with soy glaze,
mayo and shredded seaweed are eaten with a skewer, and crisp fried
chicken dusted with mind numbing
cayenne dust, it just does not end.
They don’t call it poutine but there is
a stall with the ubiquitous fry
concoction, here a little beyond curds and gravy as you
can imagine. Hmm.. Chuck Hughes should have set up
shop here 5 years ago.
I scout out snacks in our area
as I know that tonight, after a
long shoot day, Anna will not
want to park for a long haul in a restaurant but rather walk and
eat light on the go. Each of the little side streets and alleys yield
options, single shops and solo entrepreneurship’s filled with
imagination, sweat and dedication, no company manual or
standard greeting proffered by waiters, yes the little guys that we
like so much. Maybe a plate of noodles or some steamed green
vegetables, a curry, a little sandwich with something crisp, some
ginger and Japanese Kewpie mayo? We shall see, the alleys wait, I
can hear them breathing…
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Hong Kong (continued)
Last Night
With Anna now done work, we can
explore and get a last look at Hong Kong
before heading home for a while.
Admittedly, we’re ready to get home, to
pause and reflect, think about what we’ve
seen and re-group. It’s been a whirlwind
adventure through these different
countries, each with its own highs and
lows.
We’ll have a nice long flight home with
plenty of time to read, watch movies and nap. But for now, we take the subway (always good
to get to know the local public transit) over to Kowloon to see the port lands and shopping.
We meet with Jo and Alex Tse, family friends and parents of Niagara Grad Celeste Tse, HRM
2013 for dinner. We catch up, talk ambitions and lifestyle, Alex gives us hell about the
contested QEW and 401 in Toronto, I think “great, I am catching grief about traffic from a guy
who lives in one of the most densely populated cities in the world”, we tell jokes and have
fun. In some ways we are alike, in so many others we couldn’t be different. But the
similarities count most. We work hard, we wish the best for our families and friends, and
have a healthy respect for doing what we perceive as the right thing. After dinner, we breeze
through the transit system on the way back to our neighbourhood, like we’ve lived there
forever, funny how it is simply human nature to adjust and thrive.
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Hong Kong (continued)
Reflections
After being on the road for a month through Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur, Manila, Ho Chi Minh, and Bangkok we were almost ready
for a break from the heat and a return to the notion of getting back to
our life in Canada. I have to say we were good, resisting any Western
food and only choosing the foods of each host country. And we loved
it.
Yet, getting back to Hong Kong brought the spin cycle of constant
travel back into focus, we were heading home and there were
Western reminders everywhere; lots of foreigners, plenty of
international foods and a growing interest in those things by Hong
Kong at large. Of course, HK has long been a cosmopolitan city, on
the edge in many ways but we were here just 4 years ago and it
seemed different. There were influences in it becoming more
Chinese, as mainland is taking on a bigger role politically and culturally but then there
seemed to be more demand in also appearing Western. So many
young people seemed more interested in those places offering
anything but traditional Cantonese foods.
And we found ourselves craving things like potatoes, boneless
chicken and simple green vegetables. Anna and I honestly looked at
each other and said, “oh come on, we’re not exactly cheating by
eating a pizza” – of course, up until now we would have felt silly by
to enjoying local foods but it just seemed like the time was up. Sad to
say but the dim sum was expensive, not the most tasty and we thought,
man – we could get better in Mississauga.
I suppose this is just another reality of the time we live in, globalization
is shrinking the food world, streamlining so many things and making
every thing available everywhere. We really shop while traveling any
longer as you can likely find those same things at home. Sad, really.
It is fun, however to appreciate those differences, like the incredible
capacity to handle being shoulder to shoulder with hundreds of
thousands of people. I had to laugh out loud thinking of young people
coming to Canada, especially to Niagara to attend college or university and looking around
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on day 2, thinking “omigod, where IS everyone? What have I
done?” ha ha
I also thought a lot about looking at travel, especially when young,
as a true form of education. Being able to walk the streets, smell the
air and taste the food while learning about someone’s culture is
just so powerful. I know that when I return to Niagara College, I
will more that ever encourage young people to get off their can
and figure out how to see the world. I met a young French chef
working at a company that had two restaurants back in France,
one in Manila and one in Hong Kong. He was, like so many,
completely into his work and proud of the food served, obviously
well trained as the stuff was delicious but I also thought about just
how much he was taking in, lessons that would shape the rest of
his career and life.
We’ll be back in July to see the wonders of SE Asia, eager to meet
new friends and learn more about food. Now it’s time to put my
head down and practice and reflect on what I’ve seen. And buy
some pea meal bacon, and hear The Tragically Hip on the car
radio, and put salt on the sidewalk and …
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Beamsville, Ontario - Dillon’s Distillery - placement
Embracing The Spirit

Distillation is an age old technique for extracting either an
aroma, essential oil or alcohol by manipulating temperature
to play between phases changes; liquid to gas then back to
liquid. Because different compounds have varying boiling
points (alcohol boils at a lower temperature than water),
they can be separated to form high concentrations. Perfume,
beverage alcohol and petroleum industries rely on
distillation to manufacture their products.
I have to admit that I’m not really interested in perfume or
petroleum. I’ve always been curious however on the notion
of concentrating aromas and how spirits are made, from
basic vodka to a complex eau de vie of wild raspberries.
In theory, it seems quite simple; you can take fruit or grain,
mix it with water, add yeast, allow it to ferment, where the
yeast eats natural sugars and produces carbon dioxide and
alcohol, then get rid of the water part to concentrate the
alcohol. I think that if you dreamt of operating a small craft
distillery, you might picture yourself leading a quite, bucolic
country life, with rocking chair, blues music and hound dog,
whittling away while your copper still eeks out lovely
bourbon drop by drop. You would not want to consider the
reams of paperwork, excise taxes, packaging, delivery logistics,
bottling line foul-ups or the endless lifting and moving of
heavy boxes. But then that is a good part of any occupation, we
never want to dwell on that in our dreams, even though we
know it is part of the deal.
I was recently granted access to a small craft distillery in
Niagara’s Beamsville, in the heart of the local wine and fruit
production zone. Only in operation since 2012, Dillon’s has
quickly become a mainstay of every moustache-ode hip
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Embracing The Spirit (continued)
bartender’s arsenal of key ingredients. Yes, they have
beautiful packaging but there has to be more to it as
everyone is on board. Quality is something that is easy to
talk about but difficult to establish and they have clearly
set the course for producing top-notch spirits. Part of my
sabbatical plan was intent on getting my feet wet in a
distillery as our college will begin its’ own distilling
program within two years and I want to at least have
some base knowledge so that I can teach a food
component of the curriculum. Yes, many people ask if
they can job shadow here, but I was fortunate to be able
to observe and participate due to the nature of
collaboration
between Niagara College and local industry
partners (and I am a hell of a good guy too, ok I
offered to make lunch, truth be told).
The Dillon’s story can be found on their
website but basically it is run by Geoff Dillon,
with guidance from both his father and fatherinlaw,
experts
in engineering, chemistry and business. Geoff has a
team of young devotees, each with their area of
strength of also the ability to jump into any number
of tasks to get the job done. The place is clean and
well run with a good balance of serious work and
fun. And yes, they actually do have high values in
terms of producing great stuff like the mission
statement says. Let me digress a bit before we look
at the operation.
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Embracing The Spirit (continued)
Since moving to Niagara over twenty years ago, I have encountered many moments of true
culinary inspiration, instances where aroma played a part in searing memory of time,
emotion and place into my noggin. Being able to deal directly with farmers, I was often in the
actual production site or backroom of many of Niagara’s ubiquitous food products; walking
into a gigantic refrigerated room filled to the ceiling with 30 or more tonnes of peaches is one
of those moments. The air was so thick with peach aroma that if you had to give it a colour it
would be golden, each breathe like drinking a glass of peach juice. Or being with Louis
Rottier on his wonderful Allberry raspberry farm, in the sorting room and cooler, where the
aroma of summer berries was as close to eating them as you
can imagine. Ripe, sun soaked sweet fruits, each yielding a
burst of aroma, a fragrant smile to make you happy. I often
thought of how that could be shared with people so they
could appreciate that rare sensory overload of a single solitary
wonderful aroma. And at other times, I would look at how
many tonnes of fruit would be cast away from the sorting
table because of a bruise or slight skin blemish, maybe they
were the wrong size or misshapen – all tossed into a compost
pile or plowed back into the field. Where were the plum brandies, the eau de vie, the marc,
the grappa, you know – all that stuff? This is what I really like about the potential of places
like Dillon’s, the ability to capture that aroma, that moment in
time, that invisible snapshot of Niagara.
Okay, let’s get to work here. Stop dreaming and start lifting
heavy boxes, Olson.
The key to distillation is the still. This is a device that warms
up liquid to the point where alcohol will evaporate away from
the water then get cooled, condensing back into a liquid,
basically high proof alcohol. There are heads, hearts and tails,
the heart being the most desired and the starting head, and
finishing tail having compounds from the base liquid that are
either rough or kind of smelly. Sulphur, in many natural things, is stripped away by the
copper in the still so you don’t ever get that nasty burnt match rotten egg smell. The distiller
uses tech to monitor pressure and temperature but his or her own palate to determine the
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heart, this is where science and art come together in the craft aspect. The liquid is clear and a
quick
Embracing The Spirit (continued)
brush of your finger through the stream then a rub on the back of your hand is the way to
check aroma and taste. For base spirits, the goal is to not have any distinctive aroma, just
clean. In this high proof form, it evaporates so quickly on your tongue that it gives the
sensation of heat. This base spirit is either made from grape (wine made from crop thinnings)
or from a grain (they make a mash of local flaked rye that ferments like beer). The base can
then be redistilled to make it more pure and also flavoured by ageing in barrel to make
whiskey or vapour distilled through botanicals to make gin. Look at it this way; vodka has no
flavor, gin does. Or they can add fruit concentrate or botanicals to make liqueur.
Let’s review;
A weak “wine” is made either from grapes or rye mash (boiled with water to convert starch
into fermentable sugar). That wine is then heated to separate the alcohol into a concentrated
form. That base spirit is then cleaned further by
redistilling or flavoured by barrel or botanical. At
the end, the concentration is very high, so it is
“proofed” by adding pure water to make it
palatable. Most beverage spirits would be bottled
at the 40% alcohol to volume ratio.
Dillon’s makes excellent gin through the process
of vapour distillation, where the spirit is distilled
through a “spice bag” of natural botanicals so that
the alcohol in gas form picks up the aromas. The
clear spirit has a wonderful citrus spice smell. A
truck driver was watching me with interest as I
ran my finger through the spirit pipe, rubbed it on
my hand, then smelled and tasted like I owned
the place and exclaimed “that is God pissing”- he beamed, I guess I was convincing, like I
knew what I was doing.
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Embracing The Spirit (continued)
I was happy to see that there was constant attention
to detail and selection of the best possible
ingredients, including a mind bending array of
spices, woods and other botanicals. I was happy to
give Geoff my contact for the best raspberries I know
of and he is right around the corner.
I’m on the road for a while but hope to be able to
spend more time with the crew at Dillon’s. What I am
really appreciating on this journey of professional
development (I know that sounds like total BS but it
is true) is that new guy, first day on the job feeling.
When you’re 19 and you start a job, you are excited to
be part of something but scared witless that you are going to mess up, embarrass yourself or
ruin something. That was me on day one. Geoff and Dave were rattling off directions, using
equipment and terms that were all new to me and I was stone cold nodding and looking like
I understood everything that was going by me. Inside I kept repeating “don’t blow anything
up, please” and moved as fast and effectively as I could. Yet, within a couple of hours, it
honestly did start to make sense and I felt as thought I was quickly getting a handle on
things. At the end of the day, it is this sense of learning and the satisfaction of a job well done
that drives us, not cash or glory of any other nonsense, it is simply part of our nature, our
spirit to be actively productive at accomplishing tasks. All good. I’m a grokker.
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Woodstock, Ontario - Gunn’s Hill Cheese - placement
The Whey of Curds
Shep Ysselstein is a cheesemaker,
son of a dairy farmer, grandson of
a Dutch immigrant who came to
Canada to build a new life after
WW2, starting a farm in Oxford
County, the country’s dairy
epicenter. I first met Shep several
years ago at Taste of the Grand, a food fest in Brantford, where
my wife was doing a cooking demonstration. I nearly walked by
his small booth, a table filled with plates of cheese samples,
however politely accepted one and had a
bite. I stopped a few seconds later and
went back to talk to this guy. First of
all, he looks like what a marketing
agency would seek out as the model dairy farmer, clean cut and
innocent looking. Just one bite of his Five Brothers cheese had
stopped me in my tracks and I knew I had to get to know this guy.
We’ve since become friends and my respect for his work continues
to grow, if Shep is the future of Canadian food production, we are in
for good times.
Many years ago, I took a one-day cheese making workshop out near Cornwall at the
Glengarry shop operated by Margaret Morris, a sort of cheddar
guru, the Gordie Howe of Canadian artisan cheese. Although a short
course, it was intense and hands-on, enough to get you interested
and mostly, appreciate the work and finesse involved in this age old
practice of preserving milk in a solid form. From that day, I
understood the basics so felt it was the beginning of my cheese
education.
Here’s the Coles Notes on making cheese: fresh milk will go bad in a
hurry so by removing water from it, it can be salted and aged
without spoiling. If you had one or more dairy cows way back,
producing more milk than your family could consume in fresh form,
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The Whey of Curds (continued)
it would be necessary that you understand how to make
the stuff last longer. If you let fresh milk sit in a cool
place, the cream will rise to the top (fat is lighter than
water so gravity takes care of this). Cream can be
skimmed off and used or separated by churning to
produce butter. Remember, removing water from food is
a way of making it last longer. Think about buying dairy
at the grocery: you might buy butter every two or three
weeks but likely buy milk every two or three days. On
the other hand, if you take that fresh milk and change it
in a way that sets the protein into a semi solid, you can
turn that mass into one of many types of cheese. Variety
of process can produce cheeses that will be eaten
immediately, like cottage cheese, stretched and held in
water like fresh mozzarella, allowed to form a bloom like
Brie (only aged for two months) or pressed into hard
cakes and aged, like Cheddar, Gouda or even Parmesan.
Obviously, cheese varieties have a link to the geography
and climate of that place from which they are named. Even something as obscure as
Gorgonzola developed its unique characteristics from the cool limestone caves in which it
aged.
Let’s get back to Shep. And this is the cool part. He
grew up on a dairy farm run by his folks in the
beautiful rolling hill area near Woodstock, Ontario. I
can imagine him and his brothers running out way
too early in the morning to help their father with
milking and chores before going to school. And you
know that Dutch Canadian household was filled with
amazing home cooking smells and pies and jams and
pickles. You know that stuff that is really hip and cool
right now? Well that’s all they’ve ever known. Of
course I don’t know this for a fact as I have never met his parents but I really doubt that I am
too far off the mark. After high school, Shep got a degree in business from Western then
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The Whey of Curds (continued)
started on a stagieres’ journey, working in cheese
facilities in BC, Ontario, New York and Switzerland.
The Swiss connection was formative, the capstone of his
apprenticeship, where he developed his own style, his
direction in cheese. Now he makes nearly a dozen
varieties at Gunn’s Hill, his strength in those GoudaSwiss hybrids that have become his calling card. Gunn’s
Hill has started to gain fame by winning awards at the
Canadian Cheese Grand Prix but I think his best work
lies ahead of him. A recent new build has him working in
a state-of-the-art plant with room to grow. An impressive
site and good location for a tour, it is a rich educational
experience for young and old, and I will encourage the
young part as I really do think it is important to take
young kids to places like this so they begin to
understand that food comes from someone, somewhere,
not a big mysterious factory in a far-off land.
The Process
Milk is delivered by truck every 2nd day from Friesvale
Farms, just 1 km away. The milk is pumped into a vat that
keeps the temperature around 2 C and has an agitator to
prevent the milk from separating. When it is time to start
making cheese, the milk passes through an in-line
pasteurizer then through a heat exchange plate to cool it to
a working temperature. Pasteurization heats the milk to kill any
potentially harmful bacteria. Once the milk is pumped into one
of the cheese vats (they look like giant hot tubs) it has a
bacterial culture added to it. This helps develop likeable
flavours in the cheese. Next, rennet is added to the warm milk.
Rennet is a natural enzyme that curdles casein (milk protein) so
that it goes from liquid to what looks like a gigantic tub of tofu.
Once set, the cheesemakers cut this curd with outrageous
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The Whey of Curds (continued)
looking knives either hand held or mounted onto spinning
devices over the vats. By cutting the curd, this allows for the curds
to be separated from the whey (watery part). In the case of the
Gouda style firm cheeses, the curds are now gently cooked by
heating up the vat slowly. This tightens the proteins strands and
encourages the removal of water. Then the whey is drained off
and those curds are put into a different vat where they will have a
little pressure to start to form them into a workable solid mass.
This is cut into consistent sized blocks and put into forms,
different sizes for specific cheeses, and put under pressure for 20
minutes, flipped and then another 20. At this point the cheese is in
a recognizable form, a wheel basically. The wheels are put into a
cage and lowered into a vat of salt water. There has not been any
salt added until this point. The cheese can be in the brine for hours
or days, depending on the desired texture. And then for the part
that would drive me crazy; the long wait. Cheese are stored in a
series of rooms, with specific temperature and humidity under
control. Some of the cheeses will eventually be washed with salt
water and flipped, the washing removes any unwanted bacteria
and develops the rind. Others are washed with red or white wine,
some even with beer.
Walking through the different rooms is a wonderful experience for
your sense of smell. At the mildest, there is a warm aroma of
butter and slightly soured cream, and it the room where the
Handek wheels can age for nearly two years, there is a punch in
the face, intense nose, a pungent reminder that nature is at work
here.
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Mendoza, Argentina
Our Man in Mendoza
We’ve landed in the land of Malbec, a place that is familiar
and unknown at the same time. Argentina called to us, maybe
we never thought we’d actually get here but it happened so
fast that we are walking around, eyes wide open, still faceslapped that we are so far south. Okay, let’s roll the film back
just a little. My wife has written a bunch of cookbooks and
one of them has been translated to Spanish to support the
interest from the crowd that watches her cooking program in
Latin America. We were invited to visit the big book fair held
annually in Buenos Aires as part of the launch and though we
should extend the trip by enjoying the wine country of
Mendoza. Flying 14 hours south from Toronto, we passed
through Santiago, Chile then right across to Buenos Aries for a
night before returning west to Mendoza. Why not just hop over
to Mendoza from Santiago? I also wondered why but these
little things called the Andes got in the way. Anyhoo, we got in
last night and spent our first full day in what I can imagine is
either now or soon one of the most intriguing wine tourism
destinations in the world.
We are no strangers to wine country tourism, having worked the
food angle of at least one winery, getting to know the lingo and
what people wish or expect to see when they get to the production
site. And yes, it is romantic. Bucolic countryside, escaping the
freeway to slower roads, witnessing the transformation of an
agricultural product to something that has captured the attention
and imagination of poets, rock stars and gastronomes the world
round. We were lucky enough to make a local contact through an
all-star, greatest-hits-album-good-friend Charles Baker. He knows
an expert who has been to visit his workplace, Stratus Wines in
Niagara-on-the-Lake (where he also makes the cult hit Charles
Baker Riesling) and has an interest in a winery in Mendoza.
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Our Man in Mendoza (continued)
Paul Hobbs is a bit of a genius in the Malbec world, a grape whisperer of sorts. I did reach
out but he would not be around for our arrival, however he put us in the hands of the
hospitality manager of Vina Cobos, the winery to which Paul
devotes much of his attention. So, really it was kind of a 3 cousin
removed sorta connection but our man Pablo Bustos was very kind
to write back and welcome us. If fact, he did mention at one point
regarding our last name that he “is a big fan of Anna Olson, the
chef, but even if that is not you, I will take good care of you” ha ha,
very cool.
Our hotel in Mendoza was very helpful in arranging a remis, a car
for hire by the day or half. Quite frankly, it simply made way more
sense than renting a car, I mean, driving to do a full day of wine
tasting is like starting a diet while touring a potato chip factory, for
crying out loud. We only had to ride out for just over half an hour,
of course noticing vineyards and other signs of wine
biz. Arriving at Vina Cobos, there was a pause to get
through the security gate, so different from Canada
where you are more likely to be dragged onto
property rather than confirming your identity for a
visit. The car pulled up and Pablo basically knocked
me out of the way in order to introduce himself to
Anna, no offence intended. He explained that he had
considered being a chef years ago and continues an
interest in cooking but is a big fan of watching her
shows on television. Too funny, he eventually got around to introducing himself to me but
was quite nervous and jumpy. We knew right away that we liked this guy and were in for a
wonderful tour. He really made us feel welcome and took on the sense of true hospitality
where he was going to make sure that we were well taken care of while under his roof (one of
the tenets of Brillat Savarin for those of you who read “The Physiology of Taste”). I digress.
We were led on a tour of the production facility and into part of the vineyard for the whole
info package. I must say it was a true learning experience as we were shown things that I was
not familiar with, like whole berry maceration rather than crushing – the grapes are simply
destemmed and allowed to ferment in the whole berry form. The skin contact from this
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Our Man in Mendoza (continued)
technique pulls colour and flavours from the fruit to a
super level. They pump over the must in order to drag the
potential our of each grape. After the free run juice is
racked off, they press the leftover “cake” and add that
super purple juice back into the wine. In short, it was clear
that the winery had serious planning behind it, and the
team was following through with the doctrine. Even
though we never met Paul Hobbs, we felt we got to know
his way of thinking by observing the standards of
operation in place. Quite a young crew, everyone was very
friendly and energetic, a really cool work environment.
The tasting session was well planned out, with a geography and history lesson followed by
sequenced roll out of the wines. Of course, Pablo arranged the wines in terms of “casting the
net” where the base wines, those from a single varietal and from a variety of vineyards
within Mendoza were first shown. Then followed by single vineyard bottlings and finally, the
blockbuster cream of the crop example. Honestly, the wines were wonderfully balanced, fresh
and delicious, each showing particular aroma or flavours that distinguished them. I might
suggest that a snob might jump to the conclusion that the final showstopper wines were in a
league of their own and yes, they were as good a wine as I’ve ever tasted however I would
admit that I enjoyed the first level wines just as much. Any fool can say they like the most
expensive item after all, yet each and every wine I tasted was
a winner.
We had so much fun with Pablo that I know we will meet
again soon. When you are conversing at a pace that makes
time go fast, you know you are in good company. So good in
fact that we ran late for our lunch reservation. No problema, I
was assured. We were heading just down the road and Pablo
called ahead to inform them.
Arriving at Finca Desero, we were greeted at the entrance by
Miguel, the restaurant manager. He led us in to a quiet,
intimate second floor dining room with stunning views of the
vineyard and Andes Mountains. It really, honestly takes your
breath away.
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Our Man in Mendoza (continued)
He offered to tour us but we suggested lunch first in respect to the kitchen as we were
running late. There was absolutely never any indication of a rush or that anyone was put out
by our tardiness. The restaurant follows a simple, effective approach to lunch where they
pour three wines and serve four courses, if you wish more of any particular wine they will
top up. It felt more like a private VIP experience than a regular restaurant service. They only
do red wines so the pours were recent vintage Syrah,
Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon, all excellent. Our
first course was a mushroom cappuccino with crisp
shrimp, extremely tasty and a surf and turn
combination that might not sound red wine friendly
on paper but the seasoning was on target and
worked like a charm. Second was a plate with a slow
poached then seared slab of pork belly on sweet
potato puree with plum chutney and an intense wine
syrup
reduction.
Meaty, peppery and great contrasts in texture. Our
main was a roasted beef tenderloin, very rare (happy
wife) with roasted grapes in mashed potato (yum)
and a couple of flavoured purees, including smoked
eggplant.
These sauces
were
enhanced by
dynamite local olive oil and I commented that there
are so many occasions where these bright little swabs
and dabs of sauce are form only, each component on
the plate was seasoned well and delicious in its’ own
right. After a short break on the terrace to gaze at the
mountains, we finished off with a chocolate pave with fruits and tasty chocolate ice cream.
Whew! Yes it seems like a lot of work but we are willing to take one for the team. We met and
visited with the chef, shot the breeze and got the bill in order to continue. Take note, the
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Our Man in Mendoza (continued)
experience here is one of profound value, less than $100 Canadian for this feast with as much
premium wine as you like, really great stuff.
Miguel gave us a tour, actually we asked for a short one and he was clever enough to just
spend enough time without going on too much in any one area. The property is spectacularly
designed and equipped to the teeth, I think he said they are at the early part of a 20 year
master plan to take them to full production. We said adios and sped off with our driver in a
hail of gravel dust and heifer hair.
Getting back to our hotel in the city, we decided to take a full rest and book a table at the
hotel’s steak house (Asador) for a quiet evening. Normally we eat just after 6 so I felt quite
suave asking for a 9:30 p.m. booking, man I usually have my pants off by that time. Lucky for
us the restaurant Q had a Tango show so in addition to tasty food, there was a display of a
cultural practice that is both athletic and sexy Meow! The dancers stared into each others’
eyes with such intensity that you really felt they did not know there was anyone else in the
room. This might sound like a corny experience but I just loved it, I was grinning like a
lottery winner. Mind you, sitting there with the love of my life, being treated well with great
food and drink and no worries, I guess I am kind of a lottery winner.
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Mendoza, Argentina
Francis Mallman, I want to have your baby (goat cooked in a clay oven)
Warm Autumn aromas fill the city of Mendoza, dry leaves falling
to the sidewalk, charcoal and wood grills being fired up in yards
and restaurant kitchens, escaping scents of onions frying and
butternut squash or pumpkin roasting away, like that moment
when your Halloween pumpkin is kissed by the flame of the
candle in the Jack-o-lantern. We stroll around parks and streets
just taking inventory of the local shops and doing some people
watching, not creepy, just curious. Every man has a sweater on
and every woman has big chunky, clunky boots, like Kiss meets
Wyatt Earp, ah fashion. I am quite comfortable in my light shirt
and blazer but rugged mountaineer looking men sit on terraces
shivering while sipping steaming hot mugs of café con leche. I’m
always warm though, and tonight that fire will be fueled by meat sweats after we partake in
the cooking of Francis Mallman’s crew, his ubiquitous meat fire cuisine has captured our
attention. That’s later though.
Anna and I observe a number of protests as tomorrow is Labour Day and many are holding
rallies to decry the big machine of corrupt politicians, bankers and industrialists. It is
peaceful and despite the noise there is a bit of a carnival celebration as there are all sorts of
vendors in an open air market selling crafts. Many of the demonstrators are drinking Yerba
Mate from gourds or cups. I have not seen anyone drink the mountain tea associated with
Gaucho culture in restaurants but it is very much a home thing, showing friendship and so
the fact that these demonstrators have brought the hot water in thermos’ and the goods, it is
very much a DIY show of camaraderie. A lady in a shop explains that the Mate does indeed
contain caffeine and uses a cup and metal straw that has a
strainer in the bottom. You add the dry “tea” then hot
(never boiling!) water and sip away, adding more water as
necessary.
One of the shops we look into is a sort of deli, with some
hams, olives and salami and mountains of generic looking
cheese, soft grating stuff, high potential for melting on
sandwiches and such. Despite the national obsession with
eating beef, there does not seem to be an equal passion for
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Mallman (continued)
dairy, yes there are wonderful yogurts, cremas and custards plus we have eaten some nice
mozzarella and burrata but there is not a huge variety of cheese like you would see in
European countries. There is one dish that keeps reappearing and it is Provoletta, a slab of
Provolone cheese that is either grilled or pan fried and served soft, warm and gooey with
chimichurri or salsa. I joked with Anna that it reminded me of the healthy kitchen snacks that
fuel chefs during service, melted cheese filling that has escaped stuffed chicken breasts or the
shrapnel stuck to the sides of lasagna dishes, ha. It is tasty though, honest Doc.
Getting back to the park near our hotel, I meet a gentleman
selling handmade knives in bone and wood handles.
Please understand this is my version of a shop selling
Prada bags, I knew that I would find one of these
characters. He looks like a hefty version of Pure Prairie
Gibberish Gabby Johnson from Mel Brooks’ Blazing
Saddles. And he is carved out of stone and wood. Shaking
his hand I felt like I was gripping firewood. The knives are
beautiful and sharp like a razor, his proves so by
effortlessly slicing through a thick piece of leather, like a hot knife through butter. What I
really like is that he has done the metal and all the work alone, by himself, stamping his
initials into each blade. They are perfectly imperfect, cracks in the bone handle that would
relegate each to the Factory Seconds bin in a manufacturing facility, nicks in the blade and not
s single true surface. I picture him sitting near a fire with his trusty dog near his feet, a cup of
steaming Yerba Mate and a pot of beans on the simmer while he makes the knives (I know
what you are thinking; he is in his condo with Downton Abby on Netflix and a microwave
dinner but No Way, get out of my dream!). We strike a
bargain and I walk back to the hotel clutching my
knives, wrapped in paper bags, Anna having
suggested that we not go for lunch with my new
weapons.
A short walk past pizza and pasta joints (up to 60% of
Argentinians have Italian heritage) and steak restos to
get to Maria Antonieta, smallish open kitchen
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restaurant that has been recommended. The place is packed and they suggest we can get a
table in 30 minutes, we do notice a free deuce but know that they are not overloading the
kitchen or service to the point of fail so we agree. We
head out to pound the pavement again, building up
those Food & Beverage credits. Part of me is thinking,
ah, let’s cancel and just go to a more convenient place
rather than waiting. Of course we burn up the time
and once seated, I am again reminded to relax and
wait for good things. Nothing against the other
restaurants that had lots of seats available, but that
short pause gave us access to a well oiled machine,
solid service and determined, precise cooking; basically,
a better restaurant by a factor of at least two. It is easy to
spot the chef in the open kitchen, her quiet demeanor
but fierce “eye of the tiger” rule, tasting everything,
watching every preparation and plating on the pass the
whole time. We were told that she is in fact, married to
the chef of the place where we’ve booked tonight,
another couple built in a kitchen! This, Maria Antonieta,
this is a busy bistro, there is a humble quiet confidence
that runs through the place. Not overconfident, no
attitude, but they know what they are doing. Service is
brisk and educated and the food, lighter than we’ve seen
elsewhere in Argentina has a feminine strength to it.
Clean, unfussy flavours, solid cooking and the kind of
food that only chefs with a certain intellectual maturity
can deliver. After you’ve tried all sorts of combinations and have been influenced by the
various cultural cooking styles of the moment do you reach the point where you develop
your own style and cook the food that represents how your mind works, not imitating
someone else’s work. This restaurant serves that food – like going to an excellent chef’s house
on her day off and she cooks lunch for you and her. We started with a composed salad of
pear, prosciutto, burrata, greens and dark roasted almonds in lemon and spectacular local
olive oil. Clean, fresh and hitting all the marks of sweet, sour, salty and bitter. Anna had the
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“tart&salad of the day” – a pumpkin, corn & cheese curd quiche with mixed greens (reminds
me of the old cooking at Le Select) while I dove into a
pan roasted chicken leg
smothered in a mix of green
peas, leeks and green beans in a
lemon pan juice. Intense
flavours, and the chicken moist –
again a sign of skill as any fool
can cook a boneless skinless
chicken breast but the leg takes a
little more work. We thought
about dessert but decided to hold
off as we will certainly be back
later this week. We chatted with
the pastry chef on the way out,
she spotted Anna and wanted to
visit.
After a gym break, rest and clean up at the hotel we started out on our evening journey. A
short taxi ride took us to 1884, named after the winery building that houses it, of course
which was built in that year. You are dropped off outside a compound and greeted by
attendant/security types that verify your reservation then escort you to the understated
doorway. A little James Bond spy game kinda feeling, very private and secret. Yet once the
door opens, we are hit with a warm breeze of grilling beef aroma, so inviting that we turned
to each other, wide-eyed and grinned like a couple of star struck fans. Funny how aroma
memories come back to you, here we are entering what
will promise a special night of dining and all I can
think about is visiting relatives as a kid with my
parents. Uncle Cliff worked for the railroad and had
long hauls out then several days off in a row, devoting
his time to cooking while Aunt Sophie ran her hair
salon. I recall so many times where we would arrive to
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the intense aroma of roasting beef, that dripping fat beckoning for you to steal a burnt bit off
the edge, that I have always connected the smell of good beef with Uncle Cliff. Wow.
We entered the long narrow bar and were
greeted by several young men in two-tone
tuxedo jackets, like a down and out lounge
band look but cool. They asked if we’d like to
relax at the bar prior to taking our table. Our
eyes caught a garden lounge with a full on
decked-to-the-nines outdoor kitchen and I must
have made some serious sad baby clown eyes
because the guy immediately asked if we
wanted to visit the kitchen. Walking out into
the
darkness, there was a tribal feeling as we came
upon a group of young men tending to fire and
meat over a gigantic wood fired grill, a monstrous
clay beehive oven and a circular metal teepee
shaped implement called a fire dome that was 3
metres across and 4 metres tall, a roaring fire
encased in a metal ring then racks and hooks and
shelves up to the tip of this “grill” so that all
manner of food could be cooked on surface or
hung over open coal. Crazy. The chefs were not yet
into the full swing of service, it was only 9:30 p.m. after all,
so we chatted, took
pictures and they
played show and tell
with the cooking
equipment. These
were macho guys,
two of them looked
like assassins and
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they were tough as nails. Giving the lead cook a jovial back slap in a sort of “hey, I‘m part of
your team”, it was like slapping a stone wall.
We made our way in to the dining room, an elegant, tall ceiling, old place with high backed
white and black chairs. There are signs of skilled work everywhere, the bread station in the
main path rather than being hidden in a back hall, the hot kitchen in display behind glass
wall (it used to be the laboratory for the original winery). We settled in, were poured
sparking water and selected a Vina Cobos Single Vineyard Malbec, one that we tasted just
yesterday from the phone book of a wine list. Nearly
all of the wines on the list are from within the
province, a pretty clear sign of local purchasing
philosophy. I did recognize several of the labels and
even without that, the pricing was very fair, with
many of the offerings in what I would call the “very
affordable” category. I like this; what I don’t like is
when wine lists have a couple of affordable wines
then stack the deck with over the top expensive ones,
I mean, really. However, I also prepared myself for
what might seem like an overwhelming list – in all
fairness, when you go to a serious restaurant staffed
with hyper excited professionals all keen on doing a
great job, don’t expect a wine list like you will find at
TGIFridays. I did five minutes of homework and was
prepared.
Lucky for us, the chef (Dan Alterman) came out to
greet us and even though we had already spotted a
number of items on the menu that intrigued us, he
offered to take care of the selections. Go for it, I recall
muttering before the frenzy began.
Breads and eggplant pickles arrived and the wine
appeared – so delicious, deep and rich, it appeared in
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the middle of the pack in yesterday’s tasting but
on its own a real star. The first course was a flight
of salads; 1)Arugula with Goat’s Cheese, Fresh
Figs, and Lemon Confit 2) Zucchini Ribbons in
Olive Oil with Mint, Almonds and Grated
Parmesan 3) Salt Roasted and Seared Pear with
Burrata, Greens and Bacon – each so very simple
yet complex. The humble zucchini brought to life
with great accompaniments – sophisticated
cooking but so approachable and familiar. The
middle course was a double whammy with Cured
and Smoked Trout with Radish and Greens plus a
Roasted Octopus with Crisp Roasted Potatoes and
Aioli, both wildly fresh and tasty. The octopus so
tender against the outrageously crunch potato and
wasabi-like numb of great garlic in the aioli. Dan
explained that the fresh trout was cured like
Gravlax for just two hours then slow smoked on
the Fire Dome. Nice work.
At this point we were started to get a little full
and then the Argentinian Meat Parade marched
over to our table. Just a note: when in this lovely
country, the steak portions are generally twice as
big as what you might expect, the beef fantastic
and the cooking very good, just remember. The
wait staff air lifted in a wooden board with a Char
Grilled Beef Rib Eye with Chimichurri, Domino
(Hasselback meets Fondant) Potatoes, and Greens
then next to that Clay Oven Braised Rabbit with
Roast Pear, Bacon, Endive and Tomato. Two
serious meat dishes. Let me catch my breath. The
rabbit falling off the bone and in place of a sauce,
the roast pear for sweet, endive for bitter, bacon for
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salty and tomato for sour accompaniments. It is an essay on food matching on a plate. And of
course the magnificent beef steak. Earlier we saw the Asador men gently bringing the whole
rib eye roasts up to near rare on the Dome in a cloud of wood smoke, then cut into steaks for
searing on the grill. Crispy salty crust and rosy fleshy interior, this was a steak to reckon with,
mineral, peppery flavours, perfect with our Malbec.
Feeling extremely satisfied, we talked about top
tastes and discussed how each of us silently feared
that we might be disappointed with an experience
which we had built up in our imagination prior to
arriving. What is really outstanding about 1884 is
that there really is an aspect of theatre due to the
setting and extreme efforts put forward by the staff,
especially the kitchen. Think about it, you could
easily cook steaks and roasts in an oven in the
kitchen rather than staffing an entire outdoor
second kitchen working under less than modern conditions. They certainly do not do things
the easy way. But this is what makes it wonderful. And the staff did not for a moment give us
that “we are way the hell cooler than you, just in
case you’re paying attention” attitude that so many
places have. There is a thread of humble
professionalism throughout the operation. The food
is true cooking,
using excellent
produce and
avoiding silly
technique or
outlandish egodriven presentation. Again, this is cooking mellowed by
maturity and emotional IQ. For the chef de cuisine Dan to be
able to manage a diverse group and keep the standards set
by Francis Mallman, this also is a sign of dedication. A
young chef has so many forces compelling her or him to be
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innovative, always inventing and changing, that it is hard to reign it in and deliver simple,
direct cooking.
Anna and I were treated to a tour of the wine cellar, a former concrete fermenter down a
story, an ancient smelling vault of Malbec and others. A wonderful night to remember, we lit
our chariot, er, ah got in the cab and went back to the hotel, content, full, and me, just a little
sweaty.

“
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Moscow, Russia
Anna and I were invited to travel to Russia to attend Taste
of Moscow in the capital on behalf of Scripps International,
the UK broadcaster that is responsible for showing her
shows Fresh and Bake in Russia and many other countries.
Like usual, we already had a lot on the go but relied on our
failsafe “why not?” rule, where we look for a logical answer
that outweighs any potential benefit. In the end, we could
have played the “no time, too hard” card but the idea of
visiting Moscow was so appealing and off our radar that we
simply had to go. And what an education. I now plead
ignorance, empty of basic historical knowledge outside of a
few facts around Tsars, ergot ridden armies of Alexander,
the revolution and of course Soviet regime images. I was too
illustration by Bob Blumer

influenced by movies showing a dreary, dark Russia, with
lineups for bread, babushkas on bundled old ladies and lots of

scary officials. Okay, I did see some of those things but I truly did not expect the stunning
architecture and general beauty of the city that presented itself to us. Bear in mind that rose
coloured glasses are especially rosy when you are in town for a brief stay and on someone
else’s dime, er, ah ruble.
Anna is currently in studio taping a new season of Bake and I, although on sabbatical from
Niagara College, will be going in to Toronto for three weeks to work as a cook at my friend
John Bil’s temporary restaurant Le Pavillon as part
of the Luminato festival. We hustled to get ready
for the long haul, me meeting Anna at the studio
and whisking her off to Pearson late Wednesday
for a flight to Frankfurt then on to Moscow, nearly
missing the connector. The Domodedovo airport is
around 45 km outside of the city in a wooded area,
very Uncle Vanya, with rolling pastures and lots of
signs of country living. The cool part was the sullen
driver with our name on a sign waiting with the
big stinking Mercedes, oh yeah, Oligarch life. The
city of Moscow is like many others, with
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concentrations of buildings, people and street life
compounding as you get closer to the city centre. There aren’t
many but old signs of Soviet life make your eyes widen, with
super pro-labour, “work hard” messages. An interesting thing
about Moscow is that it is the centre point of the country, not
geographically, but if you look at a Google map and zoom in,
you will notice that all highways begin in the city centre, near
the Kremlin and radiate out like a spider web. And we were
staying in the middle of the web. As we approached our hotel,
we giggled to catch our first glimpse of St. Basil’s, you know –
the onion topped church in Red Square. We met our new
friend Kate at the hotel – Kate is British but lived in Ottawa for
8 years before returning to London where she works at Scripps
(but will be moving on to a new life in Australia, yes a boy’s
fault). After settling in to our room, spectacular by the way (with a view of St. Basil’s), we
were treated to a dinner at Reka – a super glitz, modern club overlooking the Moscow River,
with views of the Peter the Great Statue, The Kremlin, and a massive, brightly lit giant white
marble building that I believe is the headquarters of Military Intelligence (KGB at one point?),
anyway, kinda crazy. The food was great, we shared several starters and a couple of mains,
Potato Souffle with Sour Cream and Pike Caviar, Country Cheeses, Pumpkin Goat Cheese
Salad and an extremely tasty Beef Stroganoff. We were of course tired so called it an early
evening (it is now late Thursday night local time).
Friday was free up until 2 p.m. so after a luxurious breakfast at the hotel, including Syrniki
(what looked like thick potato cakes but actually sweet cottage cheese pancakes, omigod, so
delicious), we headed over the bridge to check out Red Square. Approaching, you can see the
tour buses and line-ups for security to get in. There was also quite a commotion as there was
a cultural and literary festival being held in the square. To say we were giddy was an
understatement. Being up close to St. Basil’s is like being on the brink of Niagara Falls, where
everyone is taking pics and posing, milling around like sharks in a feeding frenzy. And yes,
lots of security. This is also the point where I start to realize my lousy understanding of
history and geography and other things that I should have been paying attention to – yeesh. I
though The Kremlin was going to be a dull, administrative Soviet building but of course it is
more of a palace grounds, home to the current president and ancient Tsars, a walled
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compound housing many churches, museums, Lenin’s Tomb, armoury and yes – government
offices. I really did not expect it to be so beautiful. Red Square is the open court in front, the
former city marketplace. It is flanked by St. Basil’s, Gum (department store come high end
mall) and One Red Square, the State Historical Museum. We were surrounded by live music,
performance art and basically a bunch of happy people. A light lunch at a terrace of Borscht
was a brief, classy break, great for people watching. The tour into the Kremlin was a blend of
punishing lines (people here make an art of cutting in) and breathtaking views. The sentries
were very serious young men, in brilliant uniforms and leather boots so shiny and new that
they squeaked as they marched by. Like always, seeing soldiers not on television or in print
reminds you that those who defend and go to battle are not hardened adults but actually
young people just starting their lives, never ceases to make you pause and think. At this point
I resolve to study history, not a documentary on
Netflix but actually read a big thick book. I promise.
Late afternoon,we meet with Kate and Julia from
Food Network UK and head over to a culinary
studio so Anna can do a hands-on session with
media types and local broadcasters. It never fails to
make me laugh when I see her picture and name in
a language other than English. I must say that the
the studio was a very posh event space in a glitz
mall, surrounded by high end home ware stores,
designer shoes and fancy schmancy panty shops,
you know – the richer you are, the smaller and
pricier your underwear. Anyhoo, the attendees rolled in and the Veuve corks were popped
(Russians love real Champagne) and the snacks served. We met Katiya – Anna’s interpreter
and a lovely, bright blonde bomber. Interesting story, she worked at the UN in NY and
spends her time in between Moscow and Los Angeles with her future husband. Later in the
weekend, she explained local economics to me in that her father, a noted physician and
lecturer was paid a very low wage, a reality check after seeing so many excesses, see oligarch.
Anna did her demonstration, a delicious French Canadian Tourtiere and a fruit topped Platz
(rich golden cake with seasonal fruit baked over top). Everyone loved it, got their signed
cookbook and were on their way. And now for our fun; we had heard of Cafe Pushkin and
Kate set up the reservation. This is a traditional Russian restaurant housed in an old noble
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house and the servers wear (not tacky) period costume and do table side carving and so on.
We had a delicious meal featuring wonderful chicken noodle soup, Pelmenis (round
dumplings filled with game and mushrooms) and a
spectacular dish of Veal Pojarski. This deserves
explanation: before food processors and industrialized
ingredients (think Chicken McNuggets), the idea of a
smooth, tender meat was something only the
wealthiest could imagine eating. The veal meat was
removed from the chop, minced into a fine hash and
bound with egg, butter and cream to make a “mousse”
texture, light, smooth and tender. It was reshaped into
the chop shape, breaded, the bone re-inserted and pan
fried to golden brown and sauced. I have to admit that
I made this when I was in culinary school in the 80s
and have not ever seen mention of it since. I had to.
Instead of bread crumb, the crisp coating was a fine brunoise of Brioche, allowing for the
extra thunder crunch. The meat was spectacularly delicious, slightly spongey and juicy. A
sauce of morels in cream from a sauce boat only made in more of the Escoffier era dish that I
was pining. Of course, you could not manage to serve this to most people as it would look
like “fake meat” – something that came from a Sysco truck box and into the deep fryer. I must
say that I ate the whole shebang with a wide grin and Marty Feldman eyes. And then another
deep sleep. Hello jet lag fatigue, my old pal.
We slept in a bit and skipped breakfast – how else would you prepare for a food fest? Taste of
Moscow is a franchise festival of the same pattern that invades cities around the world. Food
Network had a booth and brought Anna in to do a series of demonstrations and appearances,
to meet the viewer but of course to handle media interviews to keep the ball rolling. It was
held outside a massive soccer stadium being outfitted for the 2017 FIFA World Cup, you can
picture it, tons of parking, port a potties, tents, stages, sponsor areas blah blah blah. We met a
lot of fun people, the guests were great and of course you don’t eat because it is festival food
(I should have figured that out by now). I went looking for Russian ingredients but of course
most local restaurants are showing off imports to their clientele. I don’t want to eat Italian
food in Moscow. However, I did find a small grill station where a guy was cooking Turkish
looking meat kebabs, the ones made with ground meat rather than chunks. He was also
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grilling what looked like a Pogo/corn dog looking thing. Aha! This is Georgian food, I had
heard of this. Khachapuri is a skewered piece of fresh cheese curd (like the size of a sausage)
that is wrapped in a thin yeast dough and then grilled, finally glazed with garlic butter and
eaten hot, drippy and melting. Jumping Jesus on a Pogo Stick! I wanted to sneak away from
view and shove the thing into my mouth, it was
so tasty and simple, I had to get one for Anna too.
The other item we tasted was a lamb kebab in a
tortilla like flatbread (made to order) filled with
rich tomato/pepper sauce, yogurt, herb salad and
slices of red onion. Truly tasty and wonderful
food, makes me want to learn more about
Georgian cooking.
After a short break and change at the hotel, we
went over to White Rabbit, the highly touted and
uber cool modern power seat. And you know that
I wanted to see the oligarchs, those ridiculously
rich business men with their mistresses, their Bentleys, the many body guards and excesses.
This was the Bond movie part of Moscow that I had hope to witness (from a distance). We
arrived to the front of a shopping plaza in a fairly nondescript building, guided through the
department store to an elevator, up to the 5th floor then switch over to a second elevator to
the, um, maybe 30th or 40th floor, very spy like, or secret speak easy club or something. The
room was a fantasy piece, over the top and luxurious. We dined on Kamchatka Crab, wild
mushrooms and other exotics, snuck peaks at the Oligarchs gulping fine Champagne from ice
filled goblets and silently glanced at each other in WTF expressions. A far better experience,
in hindsight, was Dr. Zhivago, a cafe style Russian classic with old school dishes like Chicken
Kiev, Coulibiac and Pelmeni in super thin, light dough, each course served with a different
sour cream of various levels of butterfat, sour, or age. Remarkable. Again, the simpler
approach gives view to the terroir, the modern glitz could be anywhere in the world, aside
from a few key ingredients and the characters at the next table. One last thing about Moscow
is the subway stations. They were built in the 20s by the same engineers who did the London
Tube but as a “one up”, were highly decorated with marble, chandeliers, sculpture and other
art, each a destination on its own merits.
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Toronto, Ontario - Le Pavillon placement
Le Pavillon was the hottest table in the Toronto
restaurant circuit, for 3 weeks. Then boom, it
disappeared.
It all started very simply; my old pal John Bil
asked way back in February if he could use a
vintage deli slicer for a pop up project he was
working on with Fred Morin. “Of course” was
my response then I had to stick my foot into it.
Finding out it was a temporary restaurant as part of Toronto’s Luminato Fest and involved
doing 1930s French food at an abandoned power plant,
how could I say no. Better yet, I Huck Finned my
colleague from Niagara College, Peter Blakeman, to
come along to cook. We knew it would be a tough haul
but we also knew this style of food, based on the menu
offering at the French Pavillion at the New York
World’s Fair, and later the famed New York restaurant,
Le Pavillon. He was Saucier, I was Garde Manger.
Like a couple of old dogs, we settled into the routine
right away, starting the monumental task list at 8 a.m. and dragging our sore butts out at
midnight. I got one day off a week so went to home see my sweetheart then pick up Niagara
produce on the way back in to the city. Funny part is, I didn’t even have much time to take
photos, ha ha. It is amazing however, that what seems completely nuts initially becomes
routine just after a few days, like walking though the abandoned Hearn Generating Station,
empty of people but filled with art installations, early in
the morning. Strange.
There were a few reasons why I wanted to throw myself
(and Peter) back into the fire, so to speak. On the level,
you could chalk it up to Professional Development, us
being able to get current experience in a hot concept
restaurant in the busiest restaurant scene in the country.
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We would certainly gain insight into modern management style as the restaurants kitchen
portion was under the direction of Frederic Morin of Joe Beef in Montreal, arguably one of
the hottest tables in North America and famous friend of
Anthony Bourdain and Daniel Boulud. But to be
brutally honest, it was a bit of a personal test for both
Peter and I; after years at the College, are we “old
farts”? Can we actually get through service or we are
just kidding ourselves, like washed up athletes
dreaming of former exploits? I know I really wanted to
test myself against a crew mostly made up of people
half my age.
Like all projects, construction was behind so we were not able
to get in to the kitchen area right away, so we used the kitchen
of a friend of John’s to get prep ready. This was a blessing as the
catering kitchen at Terroni was spacious and well equipped,
unlike the work area on site,
which of course was
compromised as it is just a temporary space. The challenge
was real and right in front of us; we were to prepare classical
French cuisine in a make shift kitchen with a minimal staff
and serve a full house of 100+ guests nightly plus lunch on
weekends. Oh, and the closest bathroom is 20 minutes away!
The cool part however, was that the restaurant was housed in
the control room of the former coal fired power plant, which had been abandoned in the early
90s. It looked like a mad scientist’s laboratory (and likely was one as many tv shows and
movies have been filmed on site) so everyone would nearly gasp when they walked in the
doors. The waiters wore classic black and white bistro uniforms. The china was vintage, the
wine French, the cuisine from a different era, and don’t forget
about that vintage deli slicer.
The good news is that there were not any dishes that Fred put
forward that were beyond Peter or me - we felt like we were
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able to speak an ancient language that was otherwise baffling everyone else. This also
showed holes in the skill sets of our

Le Pavillon (continued)
younger colleagues, The concepts of roux based sauces, preparation of classic mousseline,
aspics, and many other old standards were all Greek (and not food) to the cooks. Peter and I
got into a routine and suggested that we would be the “early” shift, starting at 8 a.m. with the
promise of getting out once the dinner service was under way. Realistically, we knew we’d be
there through service but it became a daily plan of working 14-16 hours daily. The restaurant
hit a high note right away with press and the effects of
social media made it a panic to get in the door to
experience Le Pavillon. No matter how hard we worked
or how much we cooked, it would all be gone at the end
of the night and we would have to come in to start from
scratch again the next day.
Peter and I found the pace gruelling - absolutely
punishing in fact. We
would drag our carcasses out of that building at
midnight and I would pick him up the next morning for
an early start. There were no conveniences, like elevators
or even staff to do the dirty work so we would start our
day off by washing dishes left from the night before
(limited hot water presented a problem during the rush
so dishes would pile up). Honestly, what kept us going
was the fact that it would be over in three weeks. I am proud to say that we got through,
outworked the young guys, and acted like professionals thoroughly. If something needed to
be done, the task was completed in a flash, no arrogance, just done. I think some of the young
cooks took notice and realized that we knew what we were doing. As much as it hurt, if felt
good.
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From the Critics:
Toronto Life
One of the highlights of this year’s Luminato festival is among the coolest restaurants this city has
ever seen: Le Pavillon, a classic French bistro inspired by the 1939 New York World’s Fair—in a
decommissioned power plant. Montreal’s Fred Morin (Joe Beef) and Toronto’s John Bil (Honest
Weight) teamed up to create the restaurant in the Hearn Generating Station’s control centre.
“Fred and I are just doing this for fun,” Bil says. “It took some convincing, but Jörn Weisbrodt and
Luminato gave us the freedom to do what we wanted with this unique space.” The two recruited
many of their friends in the industry to help: Jesse Grasso (The Black Hoof) led the kitchen on
opening night with guest chef Michael Olson (Niagara Culinary Institute), and Hoof owner, Jen Agg,
hosted another night while Robert Spektor (Buca Yorkville) cooked. Later this week, winemaker
Norm Hardie and celeb chef Daniel Boulud will be making appearances. “It’s a group effort and we
want our friends to be a part of it,” Bil says.
Tickets for the seven-course tasting menu are sold out, but an à la carte menu is being served at the
16-seat bar, reserved for walk ins. And what’s going to happen to Le Pavillon after Luminato? “Poof!

"

"
photos by Suresh Doss

“One of the highlights of this year’s Luminato festival is among the coolest restaurants this city has
ever seen: Le Pavillon, a classic French bistro inspired by the 1939 New York World’s Fair—in a
decommissioned power plant.”

Toronto Life
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From the Critics:
Toronto Star
Arguably this is the place where every food-obsessed nerd wants to eat between now and
June 26. Le Pavillon is the fine-dining French restaurant put on by chef Frédéric Morin of
Montreal’s Joe Beef and John Bil of seafood restaurant Honest Weight in The Junction. The
restaurant is open inside the control room of the revitalized Hearn Generating Station for
Luminato, so tickets sold out almost immediately.Among the kitchen crew are a few
recognizable faces like former Black Hoof chef Jesse Grasso and Michael Olson, the culinary
instructor and deli slicer collector who lent his vintage slicer to the project so ham could be
shaved in front of guests.

photo: Toronto Star

Toronto Globe and Mail
The panel was unanimous on this year’s best addition to the city. The thing is, you probably
missed it.
For two weeks in June, during Toronto’s Luminato festival, the control centre of the
decommissioned Hearn Generating Station transformed into Le Pavillon, a 1950s-style
French bistro. Conceived by Frédéric Morin of Joe Beef and Honest Weight’s John Bil, the
pop-up hosted an array of impressive guest chefs, including Daniel Boulud. It was the hottest
reservation in town while it lasted, and the only debate for the panel was whether they
preferred the atmosphere or the menu (a highlight: poulet en vessie, chicken poached with
truffles inside a pig bladder).
“What Fred and John did for those two weeks, it was just such a special place,” Chris Johns
says. “There was a such a vibe, I honestly think there was no better place to eat in North
America, maybe the world, for those two weeks.”
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Reykjavik, Iceland
After the madness of being back on the line of a busy restaurant,
I was ready to get away and enjoy some cool, clean air. My
family background is 100% Icelandic and my 25 year old
daughter Mika has never been so Anna and I
wanted to show her some of her heritage. We
met Mika and her boyfriend Nick at Pearson
and set off on a 5 hour flight to Reykjavik.
Towards the end of June, the sun is present 24 hours a day so it offers
some weird behaviour late at night, film at eleven.
We stayed in a house rented through Air B&B and it was very
comfortable, easy access to the city centre, and had a full kitchen. It was
also much more affordable than the route of staying in hotel rooms and
eating every meal in a restaurant. Iceland if famously expensive so you have to grin and let
go of your wallet while there. It is also nice to escape the oncoming heat of
summer from Southern Ontario as the mean temperature in Iceland in June
is 12-15 C. It’s like being in a nice walk in cooler most of the time but a light
sweater or jacket is all you need. The air is extremely clean and the food
tastes wonderfully natural and seems very
nutritious. The local fish from ice cold water is
absolutely as good as it gets. My own family left in
the late 1800s after a volcano disrupted the
atmosphere and caused a failed crop, resulting in
hard times. They came to Canada and
settled around Gimli, Manitoba (New
Iceland). My mother and father both grew up with the language
and foods as a daily part of their childhoods but by the time I came
around, the shift towards being assimilated into Canadian culture
left just a few dishes and words. Of course I’ve always wanted to
learn more so to be able to see my daughter experiencing it first
hand was a big deal for both Anna and me.
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Reykjavik (continued)
On the way in from Keflavik Airport, we stopped at The Blue Lagoon to take in the hot
geothermal salt baths. The whole country gets hot water and heat from geothermal activity
and the plants that send the hot water to the city have hydro electric plants run from steam.
the run-off from the hydro plants collects in large pools of volcanic rock. The story of Blue
Lagoon goes back to a couple of engineers working on the site, who of course decided to take
a bath in the hot water. The water is filled with silica and one of the men noticed that
repeated bathing helped reduce the condition of psoriasis which had been affecting his skin.
They eventually sought permission to develop it as a public site and it is now a major tourist
destination. It is a great way to unwind after a flight and, although expensive, a memorable
occasion.

the creature from the Blue Lagoon

Our first night was spent walking around the downtown to see some sights but it is not a big
city, in fact the population of the whole country is about
that of the city of Hamilton, Ontario. Everyone got a big
kick out of the fact that whenever we would go to a shop or
restaurant, the locals
would address me in
Icelandic - I guess I have
that dainty Viking look
going.
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Reykjavik (continued)

Next morning we would be up bright and early to get to our guided tour to some of the
geographic points of interest. Our driver was very friendly and extremely knowledgable
during the all-day excursion. He explained the lava rock which covers most of the land,
resulting from a series of volcanoes - many still active and Iceland is basically a land still in
development, everywhere you look there is steam coming up out of the ground, almost
otherworldly. The rough rocks make it easy to think you’ve seen a shadow or some
movement. As a result, there is a high degree of buy-in to the concept of “Hidden Beings”,
the elves and little spirit people dating back to pre-Christian times. There have even been
instances where a road was moved from the original plan in order to respect the Hidden
Beings.
“Light Elf” from the illustrated book by Arngrimmur Sigurdsson

Our first stop was at a cucumber and tomato greenhouse heated by the geotherm. We had a
nice tour and lunch break supplied by a chef who was loving his work. We spoke about a
number of things, including the high number of greenhouse production sites in Niagara.
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Reykjavik (continued)

Our next stop would be to see the live geysers - a thing of absolute
amazement for me. We parked and walk in, less than a kilometre,
along marked “weak spots” in the earth’s crust. One misplaced step
and you would be scalded by boiling water - at this point I realized
that the Icelandic attitude towards personal responsibility is very
much self determined. In North America we would have 12 different
safety nets and have signed off on a no-fault document but here, if you get hurt, then you
must be an idiot - there’s a sign and a small rope, after all.
The air was filled with the stench of sulphur from the deep water coming out of the earth’s
bowels - a warm mist covered you at all times and there were rushing, whooshing sounds up
ahead. Here and there, small pools of water basically boiled away
like a lobster pot, throwing off a thick head of steam.
There are two attractions here, Strokkur and Geisir, in activity for
over 100 years. Strokkur blasts a column of water 30 metres into the
air every 5-6 minutes and I could have watched it all day. The water
does down a hundred metres into a rock column near the live
magma and is superheated to condensed steam. When it tries to
escape it blows to the surface and beyond. This photo is from
Wikipedia but I do have some dramatic video of the event.
We stopped for a quick bite and then carried on to Gullfoss, a
waterfall just 20 minutes down the road.
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Reykjavik (continued)
After Gullfoss, we hit the most dramatic part historically for me. The Althing or Thingvellir is
the site of the oldest parliament system in the world, dating back over 1100 years. When early
settlers came to Iceland to escape the tyranny of the corrupt monarchs in Norway and Britain,
they wanted as little rule as possible. They soon realized that there would have to be law in
order to promote a peaceful and just society. Each Spring during Equinox the tribes would
send representatives to meet at the Althing as it was somewhat central and offered a natural
rock formation like an amphitheatre - there was also plenty of fresh running water, pastures
and lake for fish. The leaders would gather for an annual reading of the laws of the land,
discuss trade and even hold a court for those matters that could not be settled locally. What
they likely did not realize is that the location is at the exact spot where the American and
Tectonic plates meet. I have to say that being there in a spot where, without doubt, my
ancestors would have attended the Althing absolutely made me shiver - one of the coolest
experiences of my life.
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Reykjavik (continued)

After a full day, exhausting both mentally and physically, we began the journey back to
Reykjavik. We stopped at the nearest grocery and planned for a feast - salads, bread, cured
fish, Icelandic scampi, pasta, lamb, potatoes, vegetables,
cheese, and fruits. We got back to the house and all chipped
in to prepare the meal then settle in for the table.
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Reykjavik (continued)
Now, after a full day and a wonderful meal, I looked up
and realized it was just 11 p.m. - perfect for a good night’s
sleep. Except it was perfectly bright outside - looking
through the window, you would swear it was noon. So,
my daughter proclaimed “no way, Old Man, you’re
coming out”.
We got in at 4, Mika and Nick around 6.
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Reykjavik (continued)
Next day we had a lazy breakfast in, made our way into the city centre for shopping, and
enjoyed the excitement of the Euro Cup, in which
Iceland was playing a major underdog role. Sated,
it was time to go home.
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South East Asia - Back to the Future
Well, you know when you’ve been travelling a lot when you land in Hong Kong on the way
to Singapore and your phone picks up the same WiFi signal you used when you were here 5
months back.
We are on our way to do the media tour for Anna’s show Inspired with Anna Olson,
launching on Asian Food Channel. The show shot throughout the region in January and
February then studio work back in Toronto. The concept is quite simple, Anna cooks with a
known food personality then goes back home with an inspiration, be it from ingredient,
technique, cultural stamp, or combination, then adapts a Western dish with this influence.
The show is primarily geared towards the Asian audience but will air in Canada as well. The
good news is that when you travel on a production budget, it is all about the work, and
hotels are not sponsored. When you go on a media tour, it is all five star hotels and high life,
yeehaw!
We will visit Singapore, Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) Manila and Kuala Lumpur over there
weeks and Anna will hit every camera and microphone in sight to promote the show. There
will be presentations and dinners in a few places, using Canadian ingredients wherever
possible. I used to whinge when people would say “Oh you’re Canadian, it must be very cold
and clean” but now I love hearing that. Because it is true. We have no idea how good we have
it in Canada.
We will catch up with friends we’ve made on previous trips. We’ll share out favourite foods
with them at familiar restaurants and make great adventures to food destinations that are
new. Through the Asian Food Channel, we have met some incredible people and already
know the fun to be had with Leanna, our Singapore Sister, Pebbles from Manila, now living
in Saigon, Chefs Antoine and Bodiman in KL, and of course our pal Bruce Lim in Manila. We
have a food memory bank of each of the cities, the smells of coconut, calmansi lime, charcoal,
palm oil, passion fruits, jasmine tea, coffee, cinnamon, ginger, pandang, and many more. We
now know the real foods eaten on a regular basis in these communities from personal
experience and now it’s time to go deeper down that path. First stop will be to see our
Canadian friend Aaron Foster at the Singapore Westin.
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Singapore
The first time you see Singapore, you walk around with your
jaw hitting the ground as the architecture is so spectacular
and modern, unlike anything you’ve ever seen. But we’re
just too cool for that
now, ha ha - we
know the place!
We are staying at
the Westin
downtown in the Financial District where Niagara
College grad Aaron
Foster is Executive
Chef. I was here in
January working with
Aaron and his team for a couple of days in the kitchen so know
the hotel but Anna did not make it to visit on that trip as she was
too busy working. We will
host a reception in tune
with the Canadian
Embassy to launch the
show here and Anna will
have a number of public
events plus do the usual
media cycle. Aaron is obviously pleased as he has
known both of
us for a long
time and Anna has a good profile in the culinary
community here - this will make him look good in
front of staff and management.
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Singapore (continued)

Anna starts her whirlwind of
interviews and appearances on local
tv and radio. I have an interesting
experience waiting with our handlers
from the network. We hang out in the
employee cafeteria and I am amazed
at the quality and prices of the food
and drink offered. It quickly becomes
apparent that this represents a
concession in favour of the employees
with amazing “home cooked” meals
at a price
less than
the cost of the food - a
work benefit that I
would not normally
think of. I know that
at the College we
have a variety of food
providers and of
course Bench to Go is
the highest value
ratio but this is nearly
a giveaway. As I look around I see the
conviviality and at-ease on the faces of the
employees enjoying this perk. Nice touch.
A late afternoon activity is a hands-on
cooking course led by Anna for press and
bloggers at a cooking studio called
Culinarion - funny enough, we know the
brand from a similar event in Moscow
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Singapore (continued)
earlier this year. The key staff from the Russian
company are surprised that we know the
company and some of their colleagues back
home. The studio can be set up for seminar style
classes for public but mostly focusses on
corporate events - bring on the HR department,
and don’t forget your expense account! Guests
watch Anna demonstrate each dish then
accomplish their own at stations, in some ways
similar to our labs in the program at Niagara.

It’s
always interesting to see people react to the
fruits of their labours.
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Singapore (continued)

Getting together with the staff from Asian Food Channel would prove to be a great laugh as
we chose to eat at an outdoor Hawker’s Market nested in between high rise buildings in the
financial district. What a juxtaposition, having this little old fashioned, country feeling, group
of food stalls dwarfed by the ultra modern glass and metal towers. Some experts will tell you
that Lau Pa Sat is their least favourite Hawker Centre, too commercial, not genuine.
Nonsense, it is a fantastic mall of intensely delicious foods; smokey char grilled satays of
chicken, mutton or beef with peanut sauce, fresh shellfish, cereal prawns, Chinese noodles
and rice, steamed garlicky vegetables, Indian breads, fried prawns, BBQ stingray, and ice cold
beer in an otherwise sauna like drippy hot evening.
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Singapore (continued)

Our event with Aaron back at the Westin is a
show launch for press and VIPs complete
with Canadian recipes offered by each of us;
Anna, Aaron, and me. Pretty cool for a couple
of kids from Welland to be dishing it out in a
fancy high rise
overlooking
the South
China Sea!
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Singapore (continued)
The time flies by, but it is quite interesting to see how the food
trends and styles change slightly over just 6 months - the latest
craze here is everything flavoured with “salted egg yolk” a
component of traditional Chinese cooking but now appearing as
potato chips, in sauces, filling croissants, in macarons, and just
about anything else. The other trend is steamed stacks of seafood
in with crazy sauces.
Our last event is at a department store that
specializes in high end cooking appliances
and home goods called Harvey Nichols. I
have reached out to my old friend Susur
Lee, on a business trip from Toronto. Susur
is originally from Hong Kong but I have
know him since
my early 1980s
Toronto days. He
has consulted for
years in Singapore and has a business interest in a restaurant there
now in addition to his restaurants in Toronto. We get together for
lunch and have a great visit while Anna is working hard. Funny
times, to have to
catch up with a
friend who lives
an hour away
but to do so on
the other side of the world.
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Saigon, part deux
We felt that Saigon was our favourite new destination from our
last tour of SE Asia.There was something about it, not easy to
explain, but a quiet calm - maybe it was the leftover French
influence. It seemed like everywhere
you looked there was a beautiful,
peaceful scene that just begged to be
photographed. There were city
parks, unlike most places in the
region, and a dedication to the aesthetic everywhere, even in the
ugly places. You could be sitting in an inexpensive little cafe
waiting for bowl of noodles and
realize that although everything is
plastic and cheap, there is a
beautiful fresh orchid or nice linen
napkin in front of you. Constant
reminders to appreciate something,
just take a moment.
I felt I really got to know the difference between Vietnamese
and Thai cooking on that trip too. From a distant glance, they
seem so similar, lots of citrus and aromatic herbs, intense chilies and broths and lots of fresh
vegetables. However, Thai is masculine, like an angry kick boxer that knocks you on your
can. Then Vietnamese food is gentle and feminine, aromatic but less fiery and softer around
the edges.
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Saigon part deux(continued)
And everything I thought I knew went out the window. I
expected constant reminder of the “Vietnam War”, referred to
here at the “American War of Aggression” and for the most
part, long in the past. The average age here is around 25, too
young to have had real contact with any of the events. Yet,
those in their 40s would have felt the effects, especially after
1972, when times
were very tough
and people starved.
I had a very
moving but silent
observation in a
cafe; I watched 2 men have a deep but stilted
conversation over lunch, obviously meeting for the
first time. They held a familiar resemblance yet
were so different - one was an English speaker, fit,
healthy looking and robust. The other, his cousin I had
supposed, was very thin, looking like he had grown up in hard
times, had suffered from a childhood of poor nutrition. I
wondered what these two were talking about? Was he the lucky
one whose family escaped the horrors of war and grew up in
the States or Canada, afforded the full benefits of education and
healthy food? Were they reconnecting after a long time. I was so
curious but of course could not eavesdrop.
The thing about Saigon is that it smells so good. There are all
kinds of reason why it shouldn’t - it should stink from all the traffic, the heat, the garbage,
and weird fermenting foods and, but it doesn’t. It smells like jasmine, blossoms, basil, mint,
melons, limes, passion fruit, oh man - that stuff smells like someone loves you!
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Saigon, part deux (continued)
We met with our hosts, the Phans, who left with their folks in 72 and grew up in Toronto.
They saw opportunity in repatriation, moved back to Vietnam and have a successful media
and translation company here in the city. They live large and run in fast company, dining out,
doing business - Phan about town. They take us to a restaurant that specializes in the cuisine
of the royals - I recognize this as an example of the food of the city if Hue, the ancient capital,
active up until 1945. I read about this years ago while prepping for a course and knew that
the food would have been fancy, for the royal family, very intricate in design and full of
complicated moves. And it was, the dishes appeared like a series of little hors d’oeuvres,
platters of small bites, each delicately assembled with layers of rice pastry, aromatic fillings
and elaborate decorative items, carved vegetables and so on.

KOTO - Know One, Teach One
We visited a special hospitality school where Anna was scheduled
to speak, and I ended up talking to the students as well. This was
an emotional experience and ended up being very uplifting.
KOTO is a school that takes in street kids and give them life skills
and vocational training so that they can make a living. They
provide room and board, and train them for the hospitality
business, front and back of house. The founder, Jimmy Phan, grew
Jimmy Phan

up in Australia and on a trip to Vietnam saw so many young
people that were in rough trade, indentured
labour, many involved in rotten illegal activities. He

bought meals, he paid for rooms so they could clean up and sleep in a bed
alone. He later had one of them tell him that what he was doing was a
waste of money. He would be gone soon and they would go back to what
they were doing before. He was so incensed that he started a school to help
build the skills that they were lacking in order to be independent.
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Saigon, part deux (continued)
These were kids that never had a family. They had never learned to
do laundry or go to school or come to a loving family. Many were in
the sex trade or drug trafficking. He knew that he would be putting
his life on the line as there were bad people who basically thought
they owned these kids. But he persevered. And it is working. His
driving force is that “if you have a skill, you should teach that to
someone else, and your reward will be when they pass it along to
someone else”. The school has a restaurant where they sell meals to
the public but for the most part, runs on donations, mostly from
Australia. They have a very high success rate, and every single one
of the grads returns in some aspect to give back to the school by
teaching or sharing. We were asked not to photograph any of the students as some are still
being hunted by their former captors. Anna and I spoke to them for a long time ( I did a
lesson on how to shake hands professionally) and were surprised that each and every one
came up to say thanks, shake hands and most gave us each a big hug. I felt I was meeting
people that had been saved. It was really amazing and I am so grateful to have experienced
firsthand the work of someone who gives everything for the greater good of humankind.
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Saigon, part deux (continued)
Anna did a big presentation at a cooking studio filled with well-to-do clients sponsored by an
appliance distributor, a far cry from our experience just a day before. We did have an
amazing lunch at a French restaurant housed in a former Opium factory. It was especially
interesting to see French cooking in Vietnam. I’ve often thought of the French influence on
Vietnamese food but to see it the other way, wow. I had one of the best pieces of fish of the
whole year in that simple little place, just wonderful.

And we saw some pretty strange restaurants too. Bizarro fairy tale themed places. A
performance place with good food but their specialty was rice cooked in a clay dish that was
then broken to fanfare in the dining room and thrown across to a waiter who would catch it i
a new dish, very strange. And the menu had some things even I could not get ahold of;
“clown knife fish” and “fake dog meat” yikes.

We did return to a cool place, a tiny brewery on Pasteur Street that makes beer with
Vietnamese ingredients, so you might have spices, or fruits from around the country in your
wheat beer.
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Manila, Philippines
Music and Masses
Coming back to Manila is good, we like it here, we have been
treated nicely and met a number of good friends. One thing
about this place is that there are just so many people living
in the city, it goes on and on. And they don’t do anything
halfway. A musician in the lobby of your hotel? No way
man, let’s put in a full orchestra! For those who can afford
the luxury, it is deep (the show sponsors paid for this hotel
by the way). We are staying in Makati, the old, established
rich neighbourhood of Manila, the shops and hotels are slick. Our home for the next few days
is the Makati Shangri-La, doesn't that sound nice? While here, there will be a dinner put on in
part by the Canadian Embassy, we will
work with the hotel chefs on a swank
evening with Canadian Beef, wines,
blueberries, cranberries and maple
syrup. There is also a public
demonstration at the Aiela Mall, which
will be interesting as Anna has a
strong following here. Hilarity ensues.
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Manila (continued)
Outside of the Filipino community, there are very few people that I know in Ontario that
have a clue of what the cuisine of the Philippines has
to offer. Can you name three dishes? Indigenous
products including a vast array of seafood, fruits and
vegetables have been augmented by influences and
staples like rice from China, Malaysia, Spain and of
course, the
United
States. In
some areas
like Clark, a
former US air base near Manila, they still celebrate
American Thanksgiving after years of the post WW2
presence. Traditional dishes are rich, intended to
keep you fuelled for a day of hard physical work.
Most are presented family style and it seems like
nearly every meal is a celebration; Filipinos are happiest at the dinner table with family and
friends. Feast meals always look to the roasted pig, Lechon, golden and crisp skinned. There
is always rice on the table and tastes look to
sweet, sour and salty. Sour comes from either
vinegar preparations or tangy fruits. Noodles
from China are a big player but the new world
ingredients brought by the Spanish, like
potato, tomato and chile are never far away.
On our earlier trips, I was always dared to try
the balut (google it) but now I know what I
like and steer in that direction.
There is a huge roster of new restaurants
opening all the time and every cuisine
imaginable is available but many of the young chefs wishing to revitalize local classics are
doing it right. I have to admit that the suggestion of going to another restaurant where “the
chef has created a list of dishes that are his/her interpretation of local classics” usually makes
me want to run but we enjoyed two excellent examples of fresh, bright and intense flavours.
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Manila (continued)
Locavore – Chef Mikel does party food for sharing, seasonings intense and flavours rich
enough that you might not be able to eat the whole dish
yourself but a bunch of spoonfuls of this cooking makes
for a great meal. We had chicken wings in Kare Kare
(peanut sauce usually served on braised oxtail, root
vegetable chips with aioli, prawns in coconut, milk fish
Sinagang (sour fruit soup), braised beef with green
beans and an amazing Sissig, usually crisp fried stewed
pork head bits but in this case crisp pork crackling, deep
fried oysters and a French inspired sauce made creamy
with chicken livers and butter. If I read the dish
description on paper, it would not appeal to me but it
was so well balanced and rich in texture and flavour
that I felt I was dining on class Escoffier style haute
cuisine. The pastry chef did a wonderful job of blasting
us with coma inducing desserts to finish off the evening.
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Manila (continued)
Grace Park – this is the restaurant of Margarita Fores,
named Top Female Chef in Asia for 2016. She has a
calm sense of cool style, the room decorated in
comforting colours and quirky antiques and artifacts to
provide a farmhouse appeal. Her food is very much “I
am looking after you, my chubby little baby” style,
wonderful flavours, ample portions and each dish
obviously made with great care and attention. Braised
meats are cooked
long enough to be melting tender, seafood cooked just
enough to fall apart but still
with that snap that says
super fresh. We had roast
bay scallops on the shell
with mullet roe, crisp
battered mushrooms with
aioli, pasta with uni and
fresh shrimp in tomato, Flinstones-like short rib, marlin in a
“dry” style Sinagang and a leprechaun’s pot of gold, rather
braised lamb adobo served in a traditional clay pot with
Chinese barley. This is the kind of dish that you wish to eat
alone in a darkened room. Food this good makes decent people
greedy.
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Manila (continued)
We also put on a dinner sponsored by the
Canadian Embassy featuring Alberta Beef,
BC fruits and Icewine from Niagara
(Inniskiln) with a wonderful support from
the staff of the Makati Shangri-La. I was
especially impressed by the personal
attention of the Executive Chef and other
kitchen leaders who worked service from
start to finish. This is a super busy hotel with a half dozen restaurants,
plenty of banquet rooms and a whole list of reasons why they could have not been there to
work but they all pitched in, an effort that did not go unnoticed.

Now, after several visit to the Greater Manila Area, I feel I am starting to get comfortable
enough to incorporate some Pinoy cooking into my own style. But will it be the next greatest
thing on the world dining stage? Who knows. It will be the next greatest thing at the Olson
home kitchen soon. Thanks Manila!

Anna with Cdn Ambassador Neil Reeder
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Manila (continued)
Tough Times
In Saigon, everyone rides scooters, outnumbering cars
50:1 but in Manila, there is a traffic snarl of cars, buses
and Jeepneys, the utility vehicle turned mini bus that
repeats a neighbourhood route, costing pennies and the
most common way to get around for the majority of the
city’s massive
population. These
photos are simply
what I saw looking out the
car window, normal life, no
judgement, just reality.

I am this city
It’s hot, I’m dirty, I sweat
I ache, I sweat, I burp
My stomach growls
I’m angry, I push a man against a wall
The streets slow to a crawl
I keep the poor next to the river
I stretch, I moan, I shout
I work hard, lift stones, wash a car
But they smile no matter what I do
They sing, they pray, they make music
They cook, they share, they love
Nurture, lift, care
These people
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Manila (continued)
Aiela Mall
Our last event in Manila was a public demonstration put
on by Asian Food Channel. We found that if there are no
public events, only ticketed private affairs, fans of the
channel are put out and don’t get any chance to see the
hosts in person. Anna is always careful to be respectful of
those who make efforts to be supportive. She will wait
until the very last person gets their selfie or signed book.
And this was no exception. The stage was set for around
250 guests but
there were easily
double that
number, and it was
loud. We worked
with a local college
for support (there must have been 35 student
volunteers, could have gotten by with 3!). I also took
the time to have a last visit with our friend Chef Bruce
Lim.

our good friend Pebbles
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Kuala Lumpur
Funny coming back to Malaysia - I was here when I was a
young man and to see the changes really makes you think
about time and growing
up - what has transpired
in my live and how this
country is so dramatically
different from then. Eating
lunch at the hot new table
in town is an illustration
of this phenomenon, where Malaysia now is a wealthy nation,
able to hold their own with anyone else. And in my cooking life in the West, I’ve seen all the
trends of cooks adapting Asian techniques and
ingredients into French cooking; now the reverse is
happening here. We have appetizers that include
Bao (Chinese steamed buns) stuffed with Foie Gras,
yes it is an extravagant ingredient that must cost a
fortune here. But it’s clumsy and unnecessary - this
must be what
so many
people of
Asian
background must have
thought thousands of
times when hip young
Canadian chefs thought
they were being clever.
Of course I am looking
for current offerings, that
contemporary edge of
what is happening right
here, right now, but I’m
boring, I want the real deal.
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Kuala Lumpur (continued)
Our host for the dinner series to promote Inspired is Berjaya - a
huge hotel complex that houses a post secondary college of
hospitality, reminds me of home! We’ve been here before and
know a lot of the characters, the kids are always great and they
are some of the most social media savvy teenagers on the planet
so there is a high degree
of selfies with Anna that
will go on to a variety of
platforms. Of course
they do all the heavy
lifting for the dinner but I have to admit that I feel
they are a bit “off”, just different from the last time we
were here. There are plenty of volunteers but the
faculty, instead of showing them the important stuff,
like getting the food out hot and delicious, not goofing
around, putting a little hustle into their work - well, they just don’t seem to care any more. It
sadly reminds me of what I’ve have seen in my own
workplace, when the person loses their passion for what
they are ultimately the expert in; I vow never to take on
that attitude. In fact, I am upset for those kids that they are
exposed to bad habits by those who should dedicate
themselves to giving their best.
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Kuala Lumpur (continued)
Back at our hotel I have a good catch up with Executive Chef
Antoine Rodriguez and his right hand Bodiman - a tough
looking but kind Malay guy that looks like a warrior who
could break you in two in a flash. We have great discussions
on professionalism and the respect for the craft. These guys
are awesome and every day show true leadership in the
kitchens, always innovating, always leading by example.

Bodiman and Antoine

One of our outings is to an area called Petala Jayung or
PJ for shopping and Banana Leaf Curry. This is a
traditional Indian meal where the waiters bring a buffet
to your table and ladle a variety of curries, rice
and breads onto your table which has been lined
with banana leaves. Traditionalists would eat
with their fingers but I opt for a spoon - do you
know where my hands have been? ha ha
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Kuala Lumpur (continued)
Anna was shooting a commercial for BMW all day so I took it upon myself to immerse into a
bit of culture, with a visit to the National Museum of
Islamic Art. I have a basic understanding of Islam but
this gallery is a
collection of decorative,
household, and
wearable items
showing devotion to
the Muslim life.

It spans time
and
geography and is vast so I plan to stay for 3
hours as that will be enough to do the “skim
coat”. I find museums and galleries exhausting
as I try to read and observe as much as I can, so
much beyond my understanding. My favourite
part is the household part, the serving dishes,
tea pots and so on. And yes, I’m whipped by
the time I head out.
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Kuala Lumpur (continued)
A visit to the old Chinatown is a treat as it is the only part of KL that reminds me of the old
days when I first visited. The city
has otherwise taken on a global feel,
with all the European fashion
names and super air conditioned
(it’s freezing) modern shopping
malls. Here, it is chaos and you can
still haggle for your purchase. There
are hundreds of choices of foods, clothing, crafts, and lots
of counterfeit goods, the cheap ones in full view on the
street, the high end copies down alleyways and up stairs
to hidden jewelry shops. Not that I went there or anything.
I mean, I’m not so insecure that I feel I need a designer
watch to make me look cool, seriously.
I take a taxi and the driver is an old Chinese man. I tell him
I like this part of town, it is like the real Malaysia, we
agree, we chat, I tell him everything I remember. I mention
Pudu Jail, the torn down monstrosity that was once down
town, the national prison where hardened criminals were
severely punished. They have stiff penalties for drug
trafficking here - you would not leave there alive. When I
first saw it, it was covered with artwork and slogans “Dada
(drugs) = Death” in blood dripping red letters. He fell silent
and said that he had spent 13 days there for a crime at that time. He had been attacked by 2
men and fought them with a knife, injuring one. Because it was a violent act, he had been
given short sentence. He said it was pure hell. The cell was so crowded that 28 men were in a
room built for 2, so crowded that they all had to stand with their hands in the air. He did not
sleep for the whole time. Then he pointed to a necklace on his rear view mirror and said that
it had belonged to his attacker, a reminder of that horrible place. A shiver went up my spine.
Today people shy away from the site of the former jail, claiming it is haunted - it was built by
the British in the 1800s on the site of a Chinese cemetery!
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Kuala Lumpur (continued)
Now, Malaysia can be a little rough around the edges but
seriously has some of the best food in the world. We ate our
way through Unique Seafood, a place that keeps all the fish
alive until you order them from a series of aquariums, they
must have 50 species any day of the week, it is unbelievably
cool. The girls from the network spoiled us, it was like eating an
episode of Jacques Cousteau.

And of course we had to go back to our dear Fatty Crab, the local joint that will forever be the
beginning and end of great food in Kuala Lumpur. We chewed our way through the satays,
the fried rice and of course the Chilli Crab with toast, ah KL.
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Charlottetown, PEI Fall Flavours
Each September, Prince Edward Island hosts a
month-long culinary festival showcasing produce
of the area. Guest chefs from Food Network
Canada work with the Island hospitality industry
to put on dinners and tasting events for visitors
from around North America and further afield.
We are attending two events this year, first the
Acadian Lobster Dinner and then at the end of
the month, a Mussel event. The local economy is
well served by the seafood and agriculture sectors
so there is Provincial money behind marketing the festival and it has grown each year over
the last ten.
Acadian Lobster Dinner, Abram Village
We hosted out friend Chef Bruce Lim from Manila for a
study vacation in Niagara and wanted him to
experience Canada’s Maritimes so brought him along.
The best part was him questioning us “where is
everyone?” - ha ha. This was our first visit to the French
community on the west end of the island and it is a
lovely, tight knit village group keen on preserving the
culture and heritage foods of their ancestors. The lobster
dinner for 200 guests was held at the community hall
and our job was to take care of the reception appetizers, namely a couple hundred pounds of
mussels steamed in Beachchair Lager (the brewmaster is a grad of Niagara College). The plan
was for Bruce and me to cook the mussels and Anna would greet the guests, then we would
all sit down to take part in enjoying dinner. However, when I
saw the kitchen the army of dedicated volunteers, a bunch of
home-cook ladies, I asked if we could stay to help in the
kitchen. What an amazing group of people, in their hair nets
and smocks, bossing us around like we were teenagers. We
had so much fun and put out soup, Rappie Pie, Lobster and
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PEI (continued)
then a blueberry tart. It was so refreshing to put forth a big effort with a group of volunteers,
no one complaining or being less than positive at all times. Once they saw that we were
serious about helping out, they lightened up and I think they liked me!

Raspberry Point
We had free time the next day so had arranged to tour an oyster production site, basically a
farm in the sea. We’d met Scott Linkletter on a previous trip and he was kind enough to
spend an hour or so taking us out on the water to observe the different methods to cultivate
the oysters, explain the life cycle and attributes of the cold North Atlantic waters, and of
course, open up fresh oysters right out of the water for our lunch. At first I thought Scott was
a hired hand, he was so relaxed and demure, wore very simple clothing and spoke in such a
modest tone, always saying “we”, never “me”. We found out at the end of our tour that he
owns the company, plus a nationwide ice cream chain called “Cows”, a burger restaurant
chain, a dairy and countless other holdings. Needless to say we were absolutely
flabbergasted by this realization.
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Carr’s
We took Bruce to have lunch at Carr’s, a lobster pound and
seafood restaurant that I first heard of in the 1980s through
Rodney Clark, the Baron of Bivalves of
Toronto’s Rodney’s Oyster House.
Phyllis Carr runs the place, a seasonal
restaurant serving simple dishes
featuring lobster, clams, mussels, and
the like. In the times that we had visited
PEI we have taken on the way that locals eat lobster. They serve it
cooked and chilled, cracked and with drawn butter. The rest of the
country eats it hot but they like it cold and we find that this is, in fact,
the best way to enjoy the sweet fresh lobster. It was especially great
seeing Bruce, from a hot climate, experience the cold, clean Canadian
flavours.

A PEI chef that we met years ago, Jeff McCourt, took over a
cheese making plant and now works as the cheesemaker at
Glasgow Glen Gouda. Of course we had to stop in for a tasting
and buy cheese to take home.
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PEI Part 2
The second trip to PEI was another quick weekend of fun with Island chefs and guests from
all over. We met people from California, England and Louisianna
and even though we are not from PEI, took pride in welcoming
them to the “Gentle Island”. It really is a cool place, everyone
knows each other and life seems simple there, a wonderful spot.
We met up with our friend Lynn Crawford, a Toronto chef who
was there to guest host a dinner put on by the local chef
organization. It was a last minute invite but we were allowed to
crash the dinner. We sat with local turkey producers, actually a big
operation that is quite sophisticated, and chatted about the local
economic drivers. It was fun to see Lynn in action and enjoy some
of the area’s products, including PEI beef. I met with the Director of the PEI Beef Board and
invited him to visit Niagara College.
Of course we had to go back to
Carr’s for another lobster lunch,
it is just so ridiculously delicious
- I found out the they blanch the
lobsters in heavily salted water
then chill them in, again, heavily
salted water. This is a kitchen
trick that I never knew. So good.
Next day we hosted the Mussel party at
Clinton Hills, a farm come event space for
weddings and retreats. We conducted demonstrations and tasting
showing a range of cooking styles for mussels and got to know the wine
rep from Benjamin Bridge in Nova Scotia. It was interesting to talk shop,
comparing Niagara to other wine production regions. And yes, he know
all about Niagara College, I am always so surprised and humbled by
how well known our school has become. On our way back to catch the
flight, we stopped at a potato farm to watch the harvest, again chatting
with a friendly person, willing to share their story. And now I know a lot about potatoes.
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Seville, Spain
The last overseas trip of the sabbatical involved a week in Seville, with a side trip to Grenada
and into the Sierra Nevada mountains to visit a ham factory, a week in Madrid, where Anna
would tape a show for the local food network, a quick visit to a television conference in
Cannes, France, and then a few days in Amsterdam to promote her Food Network shows,
just recently released to the Dutch market. Our goals were to learn as much about Spanish
cuisine as possible, eat fish in France and then it was wide open in Amsterdam, we really did
not know what to expect.
Seville is an ancient city, with the port on the Guadalquivir River, the Cathedral, the Alcazar
Palace, and its markets and bull fighting arena. We chose an apartment in the central district,
easy walking to everything we wanted to see. The neighbourhood was filled, I mean filled
with bars, restaurants, food shops and galleries, you could walk around for weeks exploring
every doorway. We have been to the north of the country and know the cuisine of the Basque
Region, Barcelona and Gerona but this was somewhat new to us. Of course, we knew there
would be the dry cured ham, olives, paella, wine and sherry but it was all ours to discover.
The north depends heavily on new world ingredients like potato, tomato and peppers but we
expected more influence from North Africa, let’s see.
The Triana Market in Seville is housed in a modern wooden
structure that is a flowing frame, referred to as “The
Mushroom” and has a range of fresh produce stalls and
specialty shops with cheeses, olives and hams. The most
famous ham, and duly priced, is the “Pata Negra” or
“Iberico” which is salt cured and aged in mountain facilities,
choosing only pork from the black footed, Iberico pig, which
runs free-range and forages for acorn from the cork oak
tree. There are plenty of other choices but this is the
one that the connoisseurs reach for - bring your wallet,
a single serving will cost around $40. It is delicious
however, dark and dense and full of nutty flavour. The
fat takes on a yellow hue and has a slight rancid
walnut aroma, always hand carved and stored at room
temperature, not in the cooler.
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Seville (continued)
We quickly realized that our neighbourhood is mostly pedestrian traffic along narrow streets,
and offers an incredible selection of cool places to stop in for a snack. The tapas culture here
is strong, where you go into a bar and get a small drink and snack. You can be in and out in
15 minutes so it is ideal for travellers. The original idea was to offer a small
slice of bread to “top” the wine glass but of course business competition
made it better to offer more things to entice customers. Some places give
you a free snack with each drink but most have a menu that you can order
from, olives are everywhere and each place will have its’ specialty. One of
the first things we share is a liquid tomato condiment Salmorejo, which is
dressed with garlic and olive oil, almost like Gaspacho. You dip bread into it
and it’s very refreshing. Everyone has
food in front of them, it is rare to see
someone having just a beer or glass of
wine, they are always with friends, eating and talking up
a storm. Small plates are called Tapas and more
substantial portions
Rationes - which you
can order to make a
meal. We would find
ourselves deciding on a “local” so that we had a spot near
the apartment to stop in for coffee in the morning and a
snack and drink in the afternoon, it is comforting to be able
to have someone recognize you only after a visit or two.
Our favourite was “The Black
Sheep” or “Ovejas Negras”, a cool long bar with 30 seats and an
open kitchen. They did modern
Spanish food, nothing silly, just
good, solid cooking. On our
2nd visit they made us feel like
we owned the place.
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Something that you see everywhere in Seville is Vermouth, the sweet and bitter fortified wine
served over ice with orange slices, everyone claiming to
have their owe recipe or secret addition. We tried it once
but it’s really not our thing. Seville does have tasty light
beer and a never ending selection of still and sparkling
wines. Cava from the north is the equivalent of French
Champagne, affordable and wonderful with a snack or
aperitif.
Sierra Nevada
Our friend Michael Tkaczuk in Toronto has an Spanish food import company called Serano
and when I called to ask advice on where to find great ham, he suggested getting in touch
with his business partner Samuel Simonsson. Samuel is a retired high tech business guy who
spends his time between Geneva and Granada in Spain. He is Michael’s man-on-the-ground,
he finds amazing products and does the legwork to get importation details ready for
shipment to Toronto. He graciously agreed to meet us in Granada and take us up into the
Alpujara region in the Sierra Nevada mountains for a couple of day to visit ham and
chocolate production sites.
Julvilles is village of 80 residents so high up in the mountains that your ears pop half a dozen
times on the drive. We met Sr. Pepe, the owner and operator
of the local ham factory. The area has a rich history, first
with the inhabitation of the Moors, as this was their last
stronghold before being driven out by the Catholic Kings in
the 1500s. The environment is
perfect for slowly curing meats
and there is a long tradition of
being a “salador” (salter) or
“secador” (drier) of said hams. The
mountain air has just enough
humidity and the cool nights
provide the perfect temperature to
dry the hams evenly. We were amazed at this small operation, at
about 20,000 hams, as it was entirely lined with marble and rather
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than use refrigeration or heating, they simply opened the windows to the natural
environment. Pepe is a larger than life character who really enjoys
and is passionate about his work. The sort of person who you
take notice of as soon as you see him. He was dressed in a knee
length lab coat, white hat, and a big smile. Samuel was our
translator as Pepe does not speak English and our Spanish goes
just little further than ordering meals.
His rapid fire statements were
understandable to us for the most
part as the ham is right in front of
you, like a self guided tour. He has his
whole family involved and is truly dedicated to his craft. We were
walked through the entire operation, from receiving and initial
salting to the different hanging chambers with varied
temperature and humidity levels. The final production point was
packaging and labeling and by shear
coincidence, they were packing a
shipping crate destined to Michael in Toronto. Pepe is clearly an
on-the-floor manager, not someone who spends their day behind
the desk. He moved around the facility, up and down those stairs
like a man on rollerskates. When discussing large commercial
ham producers, he acknowledged that they might have millions
of hams on the go and were more profitable, with expedited
techniques for quicker processing. He did say though, that if he
ever tasted a commercial ham
that was indeed better than his, he would quit. Quite a
statement of passion.
We ended up in the tasting room where a full ham was
carved by hand and we were treated to eat as much as we
wanted - I can assure you, the terms “all you can eat” and
“Jamon” are rarely heard together. In Juvilles, hams are
produced from the leg and shoulder of pigs. The animals
can be regular stock (white ham) or from the specialty
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heritage breed (Iberico, fed on acorns). The white hams are the everyday hams, with the
shoulder much less expensive than the prized leg. When I asked Pepe what he prefers, I fully
expected the sales pitch on why you should always choose
the most expensive “Pata Negra” Iberico Jamon but
instead, in his modest way, he confessed he preferred the
white shoulder ham, the least expensive of the group. He
explanation was about not having to have special things at
all times, but to appreciate good craftsmanship, skill and
dedication, even when applied to the lower end items.
What a wise man, I thought; any fool can grill an expensive
filet, but it takes
a skilled cook to
make a tough
cut delicious.
After taking up
so much of his time, I thought we had better get on
our way so they could get back to work. Yet he
insisted on
taking us
out to
lunch at the local restaurant. We shared laughs over a
lunch featuring area specialties including morcila
(blood sausage) and a grilled cut of pork called
“secreto”, from the shoulder area but thin, flank like
and super tender, the butcher’s secret cut. We said
goodbye on the top of that mountain and I truly hope
that we will someday meet again.
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Seville (continued)
Even though we were all tired from having started the
day so early, we agreed on one more stop before
checking in to our hotel. Chocolates Sierra Nevada is a
tiny shop in a tiny village, you would miss it if you
blink. However, inside they produce specialty items
using the regions products. They were stuffing
almonds into
booze soaked
dried figs then
dipping them
in a luxurious
bath of chocolate. The texture and taste was sublime.
We were especially impressed that a simple business
this small had gone after the world as its market their chocolates were exporting to a range of
countries, and Samuel was in the process of sending
these very ones to our friend in Toronto. When you
think small, you stay small. If you want something, you have to reach out and get it yourself.
We had a quiet dinner in that night, meeting a chef who had moved from Argentina to live in
the area. When asked where we came from, he exclaimed, like “wow! Niagara, it must be so
cool to live there!” At first I thought he must be kidding, here we are on this mountain top,
surrounded by wonderful stuff, but then agreed, yeah it is cool.
We finished off with a morning tour of the
area with Samuel and a fine vegetarian lunch
in town before catching our train back to
Seville. Our host for lunch explained that the
grew up Catholic in the north of Spain but
moved here years ago, converting not only to
a meat free diet but also to Islam. He wanted
to encourage an alternative diet to young
Spaniards and the food was delicious, a nice
break from the meat fest.
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Back in Seville, we now had several days to really explore the food scene and hit some of the
tourist spots - Anna is a good organizer and always ensures
that we get a little culture beyond yogurt and fermented
pickles. Everyday, we would start the day with coffee and
a light breakfast at the apartment. I highly recommend
using an apartment over strictly relying on hotels when
travelling for longer than a few days. Not just the cost but
you get to experience more of the neighbourhood and can
have a relaxing start to the day rather than eating every
single meal in restaurants. When staying in a hotel, we feel
compelled to get up early and leave, so someone can come in and make your bed! Something
that I know, when you eat a lot of meals in restaurants, you miss out on simple vegetables. At
home we would have at least two different healthy vegetables sides with each meal, so at
least you can do this at your travel apartment kitchen, even if it is just sliced tomatoes and
cucumbers.
There is a great respect for the little grocery stores down the cobblestone lanes, where they
sell cured meats, cheeses, canned fish and some dry goods
like beans. And of course, they have tiny bar in the back.
Honestly, these people have an opportunity for a coffee,
snack or drink in front of them at all times, what a
country. We really felt like we had discovered a cool spot
in Casa Morena, a family owned and operated little shop
that seemed to
have a set of
regular customers
who filed in at 11:30 a.m. for their glass of wine, tapas
and BS session. Just like any coffee clutch, or barber
shop, the stories, laughter and political discourse was
noisy. These seniors obviously had a schedule, getting
dressed up to meet their pals in the same place every
day. Although we were there for no longer than 15
minutes, I will always remember that scene.
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Some interesting historical spots in Seville interrupted our snacking. The centre of town is the
Cathedral of Seville, built on the site of the former
mosque. After the Moorish rule of the region, the
Catholic Kings converted many of the mosques to
churches, and some of the early architecture
remains. The Gothic church is massive and has
many tombs, including that of Christopher
Columbus. Whenever I visit one of these massive
churches, I marvel at the scale and detail, the
engineering and design. It is all about devotion, or a
sign of grandeur, a statement, like naming a
stadium after your family company name. It would
have taken generations of constant labour and suffering
to build these monuments, I always leave bewildered.
Next to the Cathedral is the Alcazar Palace, still used as
a part-time residence for the royal family. It was initially
built by the
Moorish
Kings in the
12th century
and has a
beautiful garden
system with
irrigation and highly
decorated halls. It
was used as a set for
the movie Lawrence
of Arabia and also on the
5th season of Game of
Thrones.
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One evening while walking though Seville, we heard a brass band and saw a procession of
sombre people, wondering if it might be a
funeral. We stood and watched for 30 minutes
as a group of devotees marched by carrying a
shrine Our Lady of Guadeloupe. Clouds of
incense
filled the
air, loud
music and
a river of
people
surrounding
the heavy shrine, carried on the shoulders of a dozen
men, covered in sweat and hidden, except for their white
sneakers. It was one of those moments where you don’t
have to talk, you just sit back and watch it like a movie.
The atmosphere of Seville is fun but relaxed, it is a small
town after all. You feel like you know your way around
after a couple of days and certainly feel like a regular
when you go into a restaurant and they recognize your
face.
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One place had a sign dedicated to jamon carving knives that had been decommissioned after
years of work and sharpening to the point where
there was no metal left on the blade, just a funny
testament to the relationship with food here.
I though a lot about this food business that I have
been engaged in for so long. And I thought more
about how I have seen myself as a chef but really, I
am a teacher, I have not been a full time cook in over
15 years, despite my constant connection to the
business in one way or another. I think that in North
America we have
seen the role as food expert or chef as someone who is a
a blend of artist and technician, but really it is a craft, not
an art. There is an unreal expectation that cooks put
upon themselves to be constantly innovating, to be on
top of the latest trends and fashions in the food world. It
is easy for young cooks to get caught up in this when in
fact, they really should be concentrating on honing their
basic skills through repetition until they are second
nature. Everyone is in such a rush to seek some form of success or notoriety that they want to
have an accomplished level of skill after two
or three tries. What I notice about Europe in
general is that there is a bit of slower pace of
progression for the most part. Sure, you
read about the wildly creative things that
have happened in the kitchen of Adria,
Arzak and others but really, for the most
part, things are quite static. Most menus
offer classic dishes that have been around
for decades, focusing on consistency and
dedication to the real deal.
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What we’ll remember about the south of Spain is
nothing new, but rather old stuff; the ancient
buildings, the Moorish influence, the cult-like
reverence for the “toro”, the ham, the olives, the
constant buzz of street activity and the friend people
we met.
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Madrid
Heading north to Madrid, we knew that it would be a completely different feel, Anna had
work to do with the local Food Channel, we would be staying in a hotel, it was a much larger
city, and there would be a side trip to Cannes, France for one day. We checked into our hotel,
with the intention of flying to Cannes the next day just for an overnight, so we would leave
our luggage at the hotel in order to just take carry on. We scouted out the neighbourhood for
a bite to eat and I noticed a craft beer store, something fairly new to Spain as nearly all of the
beer market is owned by San Miguel or Cruzcampo. Much to my surprise, there was a box of
beer in the window of the shop from Flying Monkeys Brewing in Barrie, Ontario, where at
least two of our Niagara grads work. This Niagara College Alumni silent network is getting
out of control. We checked out the neighbourhood Market, a blend of shops, take out quick
service and restaurants. Everything was very pretty looking and nice tasting but certainly not
a traditional market. More and more, those markets are falling to the wayside as younger
generations are cooking less and going out more.
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Bright and early next day, we flew to Nice, France and someone met us at the airport. There
are few things that are better for the ego than having a uniformed driver meet you at the
airport with a sign showing your name, man that makes you stand up tall. Long story short:
there is a television conference in Cannes twice a year where production companies sell
shows to international broadcasters, Anna told Peacepoint, the production company behind

her shows that we would be in
the area (roughly speaking) so they asked that we attend a dinner to “do some face time” and
other television jargon. This is the same location where the Cannes Film Fest takes place so of
course it is
glitzy and
there are
plenty of
beautiful
seaside
restaurants
and fancy
hotels.
We had a lovely seafood lunch on the
waterside then met with Peacepoint and high
level types from Food Network UK, Asian
Food Channel and a big player from Toronto
at dinner later. Next morning we raced back to the airport and were back in our Madrid hotel
by mid afternoon, jet setting!
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We’d been to Madrid years before and I felt it was a big, noisy city, all offices and people
rushing to work. This time around we really got to know
the different areas of town and truly enjoyed the vibrant
lifestyle and wonderful food culture. Our hotel was in
the funky Triano area, within a 20-30 minute walk of
most attractions. It had great bars and restaurants, lots of
character and cool shopping (shoes for Anna). On our
first evening
we strolled to
Plaza Major,
the old city centre. It had been suggested to us
that we should visit Mercado San Miguel,
promising a real market with a true taste of
Madrid. Sadly, what we found was a tourist
market, with lots of pretty food but as authentic
as if it was in Etobicoke. We were in a hall filled
with cruise ship passengers, who thought it was
the best thing since sliced (white) bread. Quite frankly, if it was our first time in Spain, we
would have been fine with it, but we wanted more.
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We ventured out through the nearby streets and found some neat spots, including the Museo
del Jamon, yes the Museum of Ham - oh my
God! Okay, settle down. We’d actually been to
this place years ago, a hybrid butcher shop/bar
where
you can
get sliced
ham in
all sorts
of ways;
sliced on
a plate, in
little
sandwiches, on toast, the possibilities are
endless. And the most incredible things is
that the prices are so low that it is far
cheaper than the lousiest fast food. This
near temple of deliciousness delivers high
impact satisfaction of the ham and beer
action while the prices are just a fraction!
The average stay at Museo del Jamon is
likely 15 minutes or so, it is loud and fast
paced, with lightning fast service. The
glasses of beer are only 5 ounces and the snacks light so you don’t approach this as a meal,
just a snack, the whole idea of tapas. It is so much fun to saddle up at the bar and watch the
city unfold in front of you; students, office workers, labourers, tourists, retirees, executives
and anyone else who might pass by. Such a cool place.
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Mercado de la Cebada
Through our travels, we always end up at Market, whether that is a “farmer’s” seasonal
market or a permanent structure. It’s always
the best way to see what people eat, what is in
season, pricing and how food is handled in
different cultures. It can be frustrating however,
as a hotel stay prevents buying any raw
produce to cook yourself – this is why we opt
for staying in apartments so we can do a blend
of restaurant meals and ones prepared at home.
This year I’ve spent time in food markets
throughout South East Asia, Argentina,
Iceland,
Canada, and now Spain. At home we use our
neighbourhood farm markets to get wonderful
produce in season. It is also a very social experience,
far different from the heads-down approach to
shopping at the supermarket. And it takes more time.
Something that is clear is that traditional markets are
having a hard time attracting new customers to their
form of buying, going from stand to stand and
choosing those ingredients with confidence. Is is
because there are so many options to eat out? Are
people generally not cooking that much at home despite the abundance of food information
available? Whatever the reason, the numbers are down around the world. We’ve seen more
and more prepared food stalls between the raw product vendors, even the Mercado da
Ribeira in Lisbon has switched almost entirely to
prepared foods as the younger crowds were not buying
whole fish, raw vegetables and meat. The challenge with
these however, is that they can start to feel like a
“Disney” version of the real deal.
Now I’ve experienced a new blended approach that
simple makes sense.
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The Mercado de la Cebada in the Latina neighbourhood of Madrid is a real, working market,
unlike some of the other “markets” that are basically
tourist attractions, similar to a food court. We
actually walked right by it looking for a place to find
lunch at first, expecting nothing other than alleys of
fruits, vegetables, cheese, seafood and meat stalls.
On a chance visit with no other ambition than to
gaze and snap photos, we were so surprised to find
a serious house party with people celebrating like it
was their
birthday.
Crowds of party goers, dance music, laughing and roars
of toasts and clinking glasses made us wonder if there
was a local festival or celebration at hand. No, just
Saturday afternoon.
We were told by a vendor that the market had become
less busy, especially with young people and stalls were
left with excess food at the end of the work week – the
market is closed Sunday so Saturday was the last opportunity to have a busy day of sales.
Certainly there would have been dissenters, and not all
places stay open but a good dozen or more stalls switch
from retails to “food truck” mode at noon, selling cooked
items by the place and bargain priced wine and beer.
The feeling was not like a restaurant or bar but rather like
a festival, a speakeasy, a house party, a … I’m not quite
sure to tell the truth. It is serious fun, loud and inviting.
With young and old, kids here and there. And what
seems to be groups of friends or relatives getting together
for nothing more than celebrating the good stuff in life. Anna was spotted but fans of her tv
show so we were instantly brought into the fold of a small group. We made out way around
then found a second floor that was less busy to took a look. There we found a number of
smaller, quieter places and settled near a family fish shop, mom and dad in the back and their
daughter, studying to be a dentist out front. It felt like a picnic, you could have your choice of
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6 different wines, or beer or soft drinks, who cares. By the way, these Madrid people eat and
drink like it is their last day on earth, and they all appear to grow very old gracefully (what
the hell?) – another story.
Anyway, we spent an hour or so visiting,
chatting with the daughter and a counter man,
really nice experience. We ate boquerones
(vinegared white anchovies), escabeche,
steamed clams and salt seared shrimps. What a
feast! However the coolest thing was the
welcome, the genuine smile, the fact that we
were not seen as customer$ but guests (sounds
like a training manual for a formula
restaurant). I felt as though a warm embrace of
human kindness had come our way, we
enjoyed the time and left with a smile, waving
goodbye.
Should this be happening at St Lawrence
Market in Toronto and Jean Talon in Montreal?
Without question, yes. Of course the fun police
would be convinced that serving drinks to the
public with music playing while tasting and
learning about food would lead to anarchy but I
do not agree. It is simply a modern way to get
good food to people who might not otherwise
visit markets, see the product on the raw form
or ever learn a simple way to prepare it at
home. This in
turn reduces
food wasted,
keeps the hard
working market
vendors in a healthy business state and everyone wins. See
you at the market.
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Old School Rules
You’d think that the most exciting part of dining around a big, exciting new city would be the
latest, greatest, trendiest, where-the-cool-kids-go places but we always end up finding a real
appreciation for the ones that have a patina on them. The old joints tend to have a calm to
them, a relaxed “take it easy kid, we know what we’re doing” laissez faire attitude and the
food tends to be simple and not ego driven. We discovered five places in Madrid that fit this
bill:
La Violeta
Not a restaurant but rather a tiny specialty food shop that sells
only candied violets for pastries, cakes and lozenges. There are
two ladies behind the counter packaging tins for sale and hardly
enough room for 3 people in the shop. It is highly decorated and
looks like it is from a different era. Best image: we walked by later
around lunch time and there were a half dozen macho
construction workers in their yellow vests lounging around out
front eating sandwiches.

Taberna Angel Sierra
This tiny pub just around the
corner from our hotel became a
regular spot for getting a dish of
olives or boquerones (white
anchovies) after a mighty walk or before dinner. The dim lit place
looked like a shop right out of a Harry Potter movie, cluttered
with ancient bottles and artifacts. The key feature was a 99 year
old zinc bar, complete with the original fixtures and beer taps. The service is the polar
opposite of the American formulaic TGIFridays sort - gruff, brisk and non-emotional, it takes
at least 4 visits to get the faintest hint of a smile. But it is just so good. Wonderful olives to
accompany your tiny glass of wine or beer, and the portions of boquerones gets bigger on
each visit. We are always surprised how many people fit into this room, a little bigger than
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many home kitchens, maybe that was part of the appeal (okay the
drinks are cheap, let’s face it).

Casa Revuelta
Just outside the Plaza Majore, there is a tiny spot that sells battered
fried cod at the bar, a snack that you would expect to be greasy and not great but delivers a
punch that will knock you on your back. Anna
was working in studio so I had free time to
explore and read about this place and its
singular spectacular seafood snack. I rolled in
around 1 p.m. and the place was jam packed
with senior citizens, I am talking the mean age
is at least 65. I bullied my way up to the bar and
scoped out the scene. Everyone working there is
at least the same age as the customers. The boss
holds court at the beer tap, big nose and
moustache. His wife sits on a stool eating
peanuts directly behind him, she runs the till. The boss’s brother and his wife are in the
kitchen, just beyond beer tap, big nose no moustache (him, not sure about her). Near me is
ancient hired hand, grim but looks like I can negotiate a smile out of him. What is clear to me
is that the operation runs like a Swiss watch. No wasted motions, no rushing, no anxiety.
Hired hand approaches me “Cana?” “Si”. Boom. Small beer. I
point to the fried nugget of fish that the guy next to me is
eating. Boom. It appears from just under the counter, on a small
plate with a toothpick. I am 34 seconds into my encounter with
Casa Revuelta. The batter is crisp, not at all greasy and smells
like fresh bread. The kitchen fries it in batches of 12 and they
arrive every 6 minutes or so. The cod fish is moist, creamy, rich
in flavour like the freshest halibut in a fancy restaurant.
Amazingly this is dried cod, bacalao that has been soaked in
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water to reconstitute its natural texture. I simply can’t believe how good it is. Everyone has a
beer and a bit of cod in their hands. Most are with friends and talking as fast as you can
imagine. I do the international sign for “cheque please!”, you know, where you pretend to
write on your left palm with a friendly inquisitive look on your face. Euros, done, out incredible.
Next day, I have to take Anna to see this place because I’m an expert now. We go in at the
same time, around 1 p.m. and it is just as crowded. In fact, most people would walk away
thinking there is no room. Again, I part the sea of seniors like rows of corn as I push forward
to the bar with my bride. My silent voice is thinking she will either love or hate this place, no
in between. We get up to the front and it is the same staff. Hired hand sees me, I gesture to
my wife. He smiles. Boom. No words. Two beer and two cod arrive. I am a regular.
L’Hardys
Like a Diorama, peering into L’Hardy’s is a peek
into a different time, the fixtures, offerings and
even the wait staff seem like they are from a
moment long forgotten. The restaurant has been
around for nearly 200 years and has a discreet
side entrance to
the dining room
upstair in
addition to the
cafe counter and
take away that we
enjoyed. You can get pastry
to go or have a cup of
consommé while enjoying
the highly polished silver
and marble filled room. If these walls could talk, there
would be secrets of affairs, political drama, especially from
the Spanish Civil War and all sorts of intrigue.
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El Cisne Azul
We came across this place by accident walking back to our hotel one night. We weren’t even
hungry but from the
street walked into
an aromatic fog of
incredible beef and
butter and were
immediately
corralled by our
animal instincts into
entering the toobright, poorly furnished room. It really just looked like a place where you might get a bad
coffee or
a lousy
sandwich
made on
stale
bread but
wow, this
was a
treasure.
There
was one
cook in
front of a flat top
griddle, a
bartender, a waiter, an old guy, looking like he owned
the place holding court and his doorman/drinking
buddy at the front. They sized us up then made room
at the bar. Then our tune changed. There was a
styrofoam box of incredible fresh looking red prawns
on ice, platters of wild mushrooms, fresh herbs, a plate
of thick beef steaks ready to be cooked. This was a
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serious restaurant. We ordered the red prawns
“a la plancha”,
seared on the
flattop griddle
with salt and
olive oil until
nearly cooked
then we slurped
the still pink, just
warm salty
insides out the
shells. Incredible. Looked like a crime
scene. I think that our enthusiasm gave us away, the owner peeling
wild boletus mushrooms, slicing and dressing with olive oil and salt,
then presenting the gift to us - a free plate? Surely he didn’t
recognize Anna? He was just being kind, what a guy. We ended up
going back three times, eating steak with Piquillo peppers, sautéed
wild mushrooms with fried
egg, warm cheese with
wildflower honey, tomato
salads, gooseneck barnacles,
garlic breads, wine, it was just
incredible. Sometimes the best
things are those that you nearly pass by while you are
looking for the grand ones.
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Recently, Food Network UK started airing Anna’s shows in Amsterdam and there was
interest in having a media tour to build on her presence in the Dutch market. It would be a
quick visit but enough for her to do a couple of events and I would be able to see the sites. I
have to admit the the reputation of Amsterdam clouded my judgement of what to expect,
you know, the Red Light District, the pot cafes and so on. What I
found instead was an incredible range of museums, galleries and
cultural centres that left me wishing to plan a return visit.
We arrived at the airport and met Christabel, our contact from
Food Network UK, and we took a Tesla taxi into the city. This was
the first time I rode in one
and it was very impressive,
fast and comfortable, and
super modern with a huge Ipad like dashboard. The
canals run everywhere through the city and so much of
the traffic is not cars but rather bicycles. The Dutch
people are true to form stereotypical tall and blond. And
they ride these bikes fast! As I was exiting the car in front
of the hotel, I was nearly mowed over by a dozen speedsters. Mental note for the next few
days - keep your eyes open for cyclists.
Of course, after checking in, we had to have a small Heineken beer to acknowledge our
arrival. Christabel had arranged a private boat canal
tour for us so we boarded and spent the next hour
getting the historical tour of Amsterdam, seeing the
oldest districts with
merchant homes,
the Anne Frank
home, Amstel river
and house boats
moored along the
canals. In the 60s
Amsterdam was a must-see for the Hippy Culture and
many of them stayed to live on beat up old boats on the
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canal. Those docking leases were grandfathered and now, the boats are worthless but the
leases can be worth millions. The merchant homes were especially interesting as the main
level would be a shop, the next two levels the living quarters and the top attic used for
storing goods, the hooks used to hoist barrels and sack up still intact. For example, one might
buy wheat in quantity from Poland after the harvest, then store it until supplies were low in
the winter then sell it at a considerable mark up. Clever.
We met with the local marketing team for dinner at the trendy
Gastrobar by chef Ron Blaauw, a leading Dutch food
personality. It was great fun to meet the ladies who would be
organizing the press event and hear their perspectives on all
sorts of issues regarding
living in Holland, like
commuting by bike, childcare,
cooking at home, prices of
goods, and education. What was a little strange was that
there were two vegetarians at
the table and they had
ordered a “trust us” menu
from the kitchen, where they would send out a series of
dishes rather that us ordering from the menu. A meat fest
ensued, and so two at the table had to pass on most dishes, a
real faux pas on the chef’s part. The other thing was that the
restaurant touted itself as a
gastrobar offering simple
country cooking, unlike its
former direction of fussy,
white tablecloth fine dining.
The dishes were anything
but simple, with layers of
complicated combinations
and tiny, delicate features. I guess change is not that easy
after all.
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Next day, Anna had a series of interviews so I was able to explore the city. By shear
coincidence, our friend Ted Reader and his wife Pam were in
town after a BBQ cooking event in Germany. We met up and
strolled around the museum district and talked food. Ted
teaches into our Culinary Innovation program at the College
so we talked shop the whole time.
The afternoon was set aside for a hands-on cooking lesson for
advertisers and the local broadcaster, a nice session for
around 20 guests. This was
hosted at a local cooking studio
and the staff were great. The
event was well run and causal, I
worked the floor with Anna and
it was a great opportunity to get
to know people in the Dutch TV business.
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That evening, I was thrilled to be able to experience Rijsttafel, a meal reminiscent of the
Dutch East Indies days, when Holland had great
trade in South East Asia and colonized Indonesia.
The meal is like a
buffet that comes to
your table, a couple
of rice preparations
with a rainbow of
small side dishes,
dozens, in fact. The
look on the faces of
Anna and
Christabel was priceless as the waiter kept on brining the small
metal dishes of spicy, pungent food. When you eat like a
champion, you sleep like a baby. On the way back to the hotel
we compared the complicated, confusing menu and food from
the night before with the nice meal we had just enjoyed at a
fraction of the cost. We all like a clear understanding of what to expect and don’t need to be
baffled or surprised, leave the tricks for magicians.
Next day we flew back to Toronto with brilliant clear
skies and clear views of Iceland and Greenland. Funny
enough, after being used to the long haul flights to and
from Asia, a seven hour ride seems easy!
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After just three days back home in Niagara, it was time
to head out on the road again. There would be three
parts to this last “big” trip: we would go to Vancouver so
Anna could promote her new cookbook Bake, do the
same in Calgary, then participate in “Christmas in
November” at the Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge.
Vancouver
Of course it was raining when we arrived, got to the
hotel late afternoon and found it to be a very cool room,
dated, but well laid out. Funny the things you pick up from staying in so many hotels: bed
comfort levels, good bathroom layouts, decent lighting (especially for when your wife puts
make up on) and storage. We had stayed at a lovely hotel in Madrid that had absolutely
nowhere to put your suitcase or unpack clothing so the room always felt messy and cluttered.
This one at the Metropolitan had enough cupboard space for a family plus a tub for Anna
and a nice shower for me. A+
We met with Robert McCullough, the publisher from
Appetite by Random House to have a catch up visit
and go over the schedule of events over the next
while. Publishers give you their full attention for the
brief time that your book is released but then have to
move on to the next author, it is just the nature of the
business. However Robert has been a friend for
more than 16 years, he published our first book, Inn
On The Twenty back in 2000 and we’ve since done
another as a team and Anna has 6 solo books. Dinner
is at Savio Volpe (Clever Fox) for fresh Italian. There
is a reproduction manual slicer, a nice machine that
the chef holds court from at the bar. The open kitchen is in back and pumps out nice portions
of Bagna Cauda, fresh filled pasta, pappardelle with ragu, chic pea and spinach, a steak to
share and a weird version of a whole grilled eel. I love the Unagi eel that you find in Japanese
restaurants, a boneless sweet and sour filet but this thing is hard to get the meat off of and
just does not work. This is why chefs need to eat their own food, the whole plate - too many
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times the dish is conceived in mind and put on the plate without the cook actually eating the
dish as a whole.
Next day Anna is up bright and early to do the tv morning show circuit. We meet my sister in
law Linda for a sushi lunch at a cool cafeteria style joint called Bay Sushi Cafe. It is great,
solid value and the sushi comes on a plastic tray, the total democratization of sushi. There are
urns with free green tea and the place is jammed. The afternoon promises a nice visit with a
former employee and grad of Niagara, April
Horncastle. She runs an artisan ice cream place so
we tour the facility and shoot the breeze. Anna
has an evening book signing at Gourmet
Warehouse, the best kitchen kitchen gadget and
ingredient
mecca that I
can think of; if
they don’t
have it, it does
not exist. This is a prosumer store with things that
seasoned chefs want as much as regular home cooks. I
meet my brother Rod at Powell Street Brewery down the
street while his wife Deb and Linda attend the book
signing. Rod and I
catch up over IPA
and chat to the guy
working the tap room. He has a degree in chemistry and
really wants to get into brewing but has to work his way
up in the company. I am not surprised but again
humbled when he mentions that he knows all about the
Niagara College Brewing Program. We join the girls and
have a simple dinner over conversation at a pizzeria pizza and salads are a great background food when the
visit is more important than the food. We are up early
the next morning then at the airport for a quick flight to
Calgary for more of the same.
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Calgary
We arrived to the Fairmont and did the ultimate hideaway luxury treat by ordering in room
service then taking a nap. Decadent. I have to say that the advantage of a good brand name
like Fairmont ensures that you will get food made with good ingredients. Out of all the
dishes ordered through room service around the world, we need to recognize that 90% of the
people get the burger. No matter what else is on the menu. Lesson learned, offer a good
burger on the room service menu.
We meet up with my sister Barb, her husband Gerry, their daughter Nicole and her boyfriend
Mark for Chinese food downtown. We catch up with tales of our travels to Malaysia. Barb
and Gerry lived in Kuala Lumpur for 11 years and have not been back so were keen to hear of
the many changes to the city.
Anna is up early for the morning tv circuit again so I explore the downtown and look for a
bolo tie for the Jasper event. Calgary has taken a hard
hit through the economic downturn in the oil business
and there have been 100,000 jobs lost in the city, each
paying $100,000. The pedestrian mall is a strange blend
of
executives
n $3,000
suits and
homeless
people.
Some old
but most in
their 20s and looking messed up. There is a big
problem with drug use in this group and it is
obvious. Not like in Vancouver, where the
heroin addict move around slowly like zombies
but these guys look dangerous, like they are
ready to jump you. It does not feel like Canada,
sadly. I see horses as a promo for the upcoming
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Stampede publicity launch. I buy a bolo tie at a Western outfitter. I later return it for a more
Anna approved model. One that doesn’t say “Sheriff” in it.
The highlight is going into the satellite campus workshop of SAIT (Southern Alberta Institute
of Tech) to see the cooking a baking students at work. They use this downtown kitchen and
shop to sell goods and showcase capstone projects.
Some of the students spot me (as Anna Olson’s
husband, not me) so we take selfies and talk about
future work and so on. Of course, like our students,
they are bright and full of enthusiasm. It is great to see
and I take Anna back later to see the place.The
students are gone but we run into Michael Mandato, a
New York chef transplant to Canada who we first met
when he was Executive Chef at Jasper Park Lodge. He
had visited Langdon Hall over the summer and knew
some of our students including Ben Lilico who was on
the Olympic Team. We exchange ideas and plan to do
a swap visit to the schools over the next year. I can tell he is loving his job. When I see a chef
who has left industry to start teaching in the college world, they have a bit of a lottery winner
look about them. For some, like me, it never wears off.
Dinner is at Ten Foot Henry, a hip, chef driven market fresh restaurant with cool music, nice
wines and delicious vegetables. Arriving, a young guy with a big grin heads our way, so I
assume he has recognized my wife from tv but he says “Chef Olson, I was your student at
Niagara!” I recognize Roland Lowson right away. He is from Hamilton and graduated 5 or 6
years ago. He worked kitchens through Calgary and got interested wine and the front of
house so he traded in his knives and is now an acting manager of the restaurant. Of course,
his great advantage is that he really knows food and is friendly. Great to see him and again, I
am blown away by how many of our grads I see in restaurants around the country. What we
like about the food here is the attention to detail of the vegetables. It is hard to get simple,
fresh vegetables in restaurants as the chefs are most interested in wowing customers with
rich meats. We had a fantastic take on Chinese Gai Lan with ginger and miso, an omelette(!)
and a Ukrainian Babba concoction of bread dumpling and borsht soup. Nice meal.
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Jasper
We meet with two staff from JPL (Jasper Park Lodge) and start our journey over 4 hours
through the Rockies and the Columbia Ice Field to our home
for the next ten days. Of course the staff is friendly and polite
and of course they are from Ontario. We’ve come to know an
inside joke that when you want to get to know the staff at
JPL, you simply say “so, what part of Ontario are you
from?”. The festival is a
three package series of
around 500 guests each,
who come for a
weekend similar to
going on a cruise - they are treated to an endless line up
of meals, wine tastings, cooking lessons and other
seminars to get them ready for the Christmas season.
We’ve been going to Jasper for 11 years now for the ten
day food fest and have always taken two Niagara College students along for a work
placement in the hotel. This year we would
meet them at the hotel rather than travel with
them but would make sure that they were in
good hands. I knew Elizabeth (Baking) and
Christian (Brewmaster) from before so the
hotel set them up with room and board then

put them to work. They would see a variety of
jobs in the massive hotel and learn as much as
possible.
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We had an extensive demonstration with five recipes with sampling to our room of 120 seats
plus a VIP Kitchen Party that we hosted
once per session at the golf clubhouse. In
addition, we started a new tradition this
year with the “Man Cabin” - most attendees
are women and over the years, we’ve joked
about doing something special for the men.
Of course every one is welcome. The cabin
had big screen televisions with sports,
cigars, air
hockey,
foosball and
I did a full 90
minutes BBQ demonstration - a big hit, needless to say (did I
mention that there was draft beer and whiskey tastings too?).
We got to know the other presenters, some new friends,
others we’ve
known for a
long time. Vikram Vij, Mark McEwan, Laura
Calder, Jan Hansen, Nick Manolevic, Emily
Richards, and Elizabeth Baird. It is a bit of
Groundhog Day as the cycle repeats three
times and the days are long. You need to be
“on” at all times as people are curious and
want to visit and ask questions. Everyone is
highly interested in food so as students go, it
couldn’t be easier. It is so much smoother to
teach an engaged audience that one that you
feel you have to marshall. I guess I didn't need
that Sheriff badge after all.
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We’ve come to know many of the staff and regulars at the JPL over the years and although
they do move around every 4 or 5 years, it is great to catch up with them again. We always
treat them with a great deal of respect and we get it back. One of the key differences with this
hotel is that it is nearly an island unto itself, once there you don’t want to leave. And because
of this, most staff live on property and are always there, it just would not be the same in a city
hotel.
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Over the last year, I have experienced many learning opportunities and now wonder how I
can take a lesson from them back to being a better educator and person.
Patience good, procrastination bad.
It takes time to do things right, to thoroughly understand and learn however there is a need
to act in order to get to achieving your goals. If you keep putting things off waiting for the
timing to be just right, you simply will not getting around to doing those things that can be
the most fulfilling. There is a saying “better than to look back on failure than to regret not
trying” and that is a big part of how I operate.
You can learn something new every day, often from unlikely sources.
Be aware of what goes on around you and take notice of how people do the things that they
are good at doing. Being humble and willing to learn is a set of virtues that we wish for in
our students so being able to absorb new lessons is always in our best interest.
Keep smiling, it opens doors.
There have been so many times over the last year that I went somewhere that I might have
been advised against: work situations, public markets for “locals only”, certain
neighbourhoods and even countries. I believe that if you enter into anything with a positive
attitude, you have better results so the physical part of that notion is starting any sort of
contact with people is looking non-threatening and pleasant, in other words, with a big goofy
smile on your face.
There is a big difference between knowledge and wisdom.
There is a tendency to get a lot of our answers online immediately and we rely a lot on
Wikipedia for setting our knowledge base. You can know the favourite dishes, population,
income, lifestyle, cultural practices of a country but until you’ve been there, smelled the
smells, tasted the food, breathed in the air, you really don’t understand it. There were many
times this year when I realized that I thought I understood something but really only had a
few facts relating to it from armchair tourism. I like the saying “knowledge is knowing that a
tomato is a fruit but wisdom tells you not to put it into a fruit salad”.
Experience matters.
Standing on the sideline thinking you can do something as well as someone you are watching
is a dangerous thing. Until you’ve been in that person’s shoes, you really don’t know. Getting
involved, getting your hands dirty, even looking like a fool if you aren't as good as you
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Reflections (continued)
thought is an important lesson. As educators, we have the ability to ask kindly to get inside
that workplace as an observer, to get behind the line. It’s important when we share with our
students.
When offered Champagne, say “yes”.
When good opportunities come your way, consider any possible negative aspects but
otherwise go for it. Opportunity does not wait for you and there is no perfect timing.
Record your experiences.
Some write, others take pictures, some draw or even make music but take the time to lock in
that experience so that you can reflect on it later and communicate to others when necessary.
Make directions very clear.
Going back to being a student, the “new guy” on the job, it was frustrating when I was not
given clear direction on a task. People are willing to work hard, but they need to know what
to do and what the end result is expecting to be. I plan on making all of my materials and
lessons achievable but challenging, with understandable explanation of what we are doing
and why.
I need to read about world history.
There were so many times when visiting a new destination that I felt ill prepared with
background information on the history of that place. When you realize that so much of what
you thought was knowledge was gleaned from watching a bunch of movies or television
shows, it stings. I plan on reading books. Historically accurate books.
It’s not the heat, it’s the humility.
One of the best ways to keep your ego in check and ground yourself is to be put into
uncomfortable circumstances that make you work to keep up with the pace. As one matures
in their career, especially in the case of educators, you mistakenly take on the role of expert
and get used to being in charge, being good at that thing - don’t kid yourself, it doesn’t work
that way.
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What’s Next?
First off, I am excited to get back to work at the college. I was constantly surprised at how
many people ask with a tone of dismay how I felt about going back to work! Do they hate
their jobs so much that it seems like a form of punishment? I look forward to getting back
into the routine and especially happy about sharing my adventures with the students. Going
forward, this is what I have in mind:
Seek short term placements and local road trips.
I plan on visiting more restaurant kitchens, butcher shops, farms, and suppliers connected to
the college. I used to do this a lot more and need to get back into the swing of things. This is
something I can do with one or two colleagues on a regular basis.
Continuously cook.
I have always had something on the go that interests me but now want to keep a low level of
food production going at home and work. This could be cheesemaking, preserves, fermented
product, or any other facet of food production. Constant engagement and repetition makes
this work more interesting and develops expertise.
Be involved with the Research Department.
I’ve done a couple of project with Research and wish to start one or two more in the new
year. I have had some ideas on the back burner for a while and feel it is time to act on them.
Working with projects of this nature is also out of my comfort zone so I see it as a new
challenge. I will propose two ideas for commercialization potential in the role as outside
client and would like someday to be used as a faculty lead for some development work.
Lights, camera, action!
I have decided to get back to video editing after a long hiatus. I started down this path as a
means for adding to the digital classroom back when youtube started in 2005. I left it alone
and now wish to use the tools for making short videos demonstrating basic culinary skills. As
we move more into a blended program, we need to create our own content. I will seek advice
from the experts in our Broadcasting Department.
Meet with Dean and Chair
I want to have meetings with Craig Youdale and Gary Torraville to discuss what they see in
our department’s future and how I can best prepare for those changes. I will take their ideas
to steer my plans for Professional Development.
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What’s Next? (continued)
Help write a “How To” guide for PD.
I hope to be debriefed by the committee that approved my application for leave and discuss
with them the results of my experiences and how I can offer insight to those who wish to
explore a Professional Development plan. I think that the world has changed in some ways
since the college adopted the current policy.
Bring industry to the college.
I want to do a better job at constantly inviting guests to visit the college, whether on a
recruiting mission or just a friendly visit to see where we are at in terms of delivering timely,
effective outcomes.
Study a language.
Either self study or by taking a college course, I fully intend to study languages over the next
several years. I found myself in situations so many times over the last year where I should
have had a least a rudimentary handle on Spanish and French but instead had to rely on
someone else’s English. No good enough.
Continue to listen to my mentor.
I get feedback, often corrective from my mentor in Toronto and report on a regular basis for
the satisfaction of knowing that someone is paying attention to my professional career.
Continue to be a mentor.
I feel I am the go-to person for a number of young professionals and need to keep on top of
things by communicating better and offering criticisms where necessary.
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Do I Have Any Advice?
I feel as though my time away from Niagara College was well spent and my batteries are
charged, ready to work and do a better job each term. Many of the assumptions that faculty
members have is based on folk wisdom that is passed on over coffee or in hallway meetings. I
now see that the idea of Professional Development is one that should be taken seriously and
looked at over a lengthy time, ideally your whole career with the college.
Plan
Come up with a set of goals that you personally wish to achieve through your work at the
college. Do you want academic upgrades or a more practical placement experience? Is there
something that you can do on an ongoing basis or do you want a block of time to complete
this goal? There are so many different ways to look at constant improvement but it has to
come by way of pursuing those which interest you.
Inventory
Take a good look at where you see yourself now and what you want to do in order to be a
more effective educator. What skills do you wish to improve on and how will you get there?
How will this ultimately benefit the students?
Engage
Meet with your Chair or Dean to discuss your plan and seek their thoughts on how they feel
you would bring something to the department by undertaking activities outside the normal
school work week. Are they looking for someone to take a role in teaching that is not
currently part of the program that you might be interested in or do they need someone to
have a new area of certification or level of expertise.
Budget
Whether your PD is ongoing or in block form, there will be considerations for out of pocket
expenses and, in the case of sabbatical, a reduction in pay. You will want to put aside savings
for these activities, possibly up to several years in advance. Be aware on the considerations
from the payroll side if you plan to work for pay during your time away from the college.
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